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‘There is no human situation that is composed entirely of negative factors, even though 

what is positive may exist only in potential’ 
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Foreword 

 

This report is a big moment. We believe it is globally the first of its kind – a set of comprehensive 

hard statistics on the phenomena of street children across an entire country.  

 

Thus in itself it is quite an achievement - and a clear example of a pioneering, specialist NGO using its 

defined focus to bring leadership to an identified need. The desire to get hard data on the scale of 

the national street child crisis had pre-existed amongst the Ministry of Social Welfare and concerned 

Child Protection Agencies for a while – but our organisations - Street Child and HANCi - took it upon 

ourselves to make it happen.  

 

We were determined to do this to international standards; hence we recruited StreetInvest, whose 

headcount clients include UNICEF and other African governments, as project consultant. But above 

all, we wanted this to be a truly national project – nationally-led, with nationally-owned and 

accredited results. It is vital to the stature of the report we have today that the Ministry of Social 

Welfare were at the core of the project – and that over 60 Sierra Leonean NGOs collaborated in the 

physical counting.  

 

Grounded in hard facts, with the Government at its core, with massive inter-agency collaboration 

and a desire to innovate, if the response to this report can mirror the operation that went into it 

then we have a genuine chance of creating a real impact on the troubling portrait that is painted by 

this headcount.  

 

Because, even though the completion of this report is an important moment in itself, it is not 

primarily a moment for self-congratulation – but, rather, one for response. The time for speculation 

is over. The question that all concerned actors must now be asking themselves is this: what are we to 

do about the fact of almost 3,000 children living and sleeping permanently on the country’s streets – 

and almost 50,000 whom experts have personally observed to be living lives ‘controlled by the 

street’?  

 

At Street Child, we are taking these results very seriously. Hitherto our programming has focused on 

that most acute of categories – the children living permanently on the street. However confronted 

with the fact that this category represents only 6% of the overall street child population, we find our 

perspective challenged. It is certain that a critical element of our response will be a widening of our 

lens to ensure we have a broader focus on all children in the street – not least because surely if we 

don’t, that figure of nearly 3000 could well be many times greater in a short period of time. 

 

Finally, what is abundantly clear is that this issue is far too important and too large to be left in the 

lap of one or just a few agencies – governmental or non-governmental. But what we personally find 

true and exciting is that this issue is not yet so large that anyone should despair. In many African 

countries the issue of street children feels like it has gone beyond the point where the overall 

situation can be influenced. This is emphatically not what these results disclose. 50,000 children 

living their lives in a ‘street’ culture, detached from mainstream society, is alarming for any country – 

let alone one with the recent tragic past of Sierra Leone. However it is not a figure that is 

insurmountable – not with communal effort. 
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Street Child of Sierra Leone hereby re-affirms its commitment to addressing this specific issue – and 

especially its desire to join hands with as many concerned and committed actors as possible. We 

truly believe that a national effort, facilitated by Government, with critical NGO support and hands 

from across society, including brave individuals and especially the growing corporate sector, can 

prevent what in too many developing countries is deemed the norm – a large number of children 

living on the street.  

 

But the moment is now. We know Sierra Leone is about to go through a period of remarkable 

economic change – many believe that this could either be the cradle of change or a harbinger of 

despair for its street child situation. Together, we would love to believe, that it can be the former. 

 

Finally, we would like to once again extend our sincere thanks to every single person who worked on 

this report down – from the Honourable Minister and his colleagues to each and every street worker 

who pounded the streets for hours on end to tell us how many children lived their lives there.  

 

Thank you 

 

 

Tom Dannatt  Executive Director, Street Child of Sierra Leone 

 

Kelfa Kargbo  Country Director, Street Child of Sierra Leone 

   Executive Director, Help a Needy Child in Sierra Leone 

 

April 2012 
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1. Executive Summary 

 

Sierra Leone is one of the world’s poorest countries. As recently as 2008, it sat at the bottom of the 

United Nations Development Programme’s (UNDP) Human Development Index – 177th of 177 

countries monitored. Three years on, Sierra Leone has nudged up to 180th of 187. The country is 

making real progress, but abject poverty remains ubiquitous. According to latest indicators 77% of 

Sierra Leoneans live in poverty – 62.79% of the population live on less than $1.25 per day.
1
 

 

In terms of population Sierra Leone is a young country; 52% of nationals are 19 years of age or 

under.
2
 Invariably, it is the children who pay the biggest price for the country’s lack of development. 

The brutal ten-year civil war has left many orphaned and still more with only one parent; grinding 

poverty and cultural norms continue to keep many children out of school. Young girls remain at great 

risk – incidents of underage marriage and teenage pregnancy are common factors resulting in young 

girls leaving school.
3
 Despite the gender gap between male and female school enrolment falling 

steadily as female enrolment rises, ‘culture and practices that discriminate against women remain 

major challenges’ in Sierra Leone.4  

 

A combination of these and other factors mean that for tens of 

thousands of Sierra Leonean children, the street defines their 

daily lives. This Head Count, backed up by HANCI-SL case 

histories suggests that it is not uncommon for families to make 

their children work on the streets from dawn to dusk. Many 

beat those children if the day’s profits are not good enough. In 

such circumstances it is not surprising that many of these 

children consider fleeing the family home their only option.  

 

This is the first ever publication of comprehensive, detailed, and up to date data on the number of 

children living on Sierra Leone’s streets. In late 2010 it was decided that a project was needed to 

gather accurate information on some of the country’s most marginalised children. The initial coming 

together Street Child of Sierra Leone, their national partner HANCi-SL, the Sierra Leonean Ministry of 

Social Welfare, Gender and Children’s Affairs (MSWGCA) and subsequently StreetInvest – set the 

Head Count project in motion. These have remained the critical four partners to the project’s 

success. 

 

So visible yet so often ignored, these children have tremendous potential to influence the country’s 

future – for better or for worse. By making them the focus of a national head count we can better 

understand not only where these children are, but also how they live. The results from this Head 

Count will help us transform the injustice of their circumstances, and harness their tenacity, 

resourcefulness and optimism towards a more positive future for Sierra Leone.  

For this exercise it was agreed amongst participants that a ‘street child’ would be recognised as ‘any 

child whose life is controlled by the streets’. The terminology is intentionally broad whilst being, by 

                                                             
1
 UNDP Multidimensional Poverty Index 2011 

2
 Statistics Sierra Leone, ‘Annual Statistical Digest 2005/2006’  

3
 UNICEF (2008) ‘The Out of School Children of Sierra Leone’ pg.5 

4
 UNDP (2007) ‘Sierra Leone National Human Development Report’, pg.xiv 

“Every child on the street 

has a reason for being 

there” 

Michael John Bull; 

Head Count Team Leader 
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definition, a prescriptive statement. Any child who spends the majority of his or her time on the 

street, regardless of whether he or she has a home to return to at night, is considered a street child. 

Still, it is acknowledged that no single definition can embrace the individuality, unique 

circumstances, or personal history of every child. We must look beyond definitions to develop and 

refine our understanding and awareness of the children who we refer to as street children. 

 

The Head Count project utilises a quantitative method of research centred on observation. Teams of 

counters then use discussion, debate and agreement to settle on the figures for each area. This is 

considered the surest way to gather the most accurate results. There is no interaction with the target 

groups during the counting process; instead counters make every effort to blend into their 

surroundings. Inviting unwanted attention from the public would impact negatively on the counting 

process. More importantly, interacting with the children themselves would immediately transform 

the counters from observers to actors in the process, raising the likelihood of the results being a 

misrepresentation of the reality. 

 

Before counting, each participant received standardised training on child rights, the street, street 

work, street children, and adopting a child-centred approach. The training process was devised by 

StreetInvest for street workers and head counts in other African countries. Experienced StreetInvest 

staff visited Sierra Leone in August to train the eight national team/co-team leaders who would go 

on to conduct the training of participants throughout the duration of the headcount. A StreetInvest 

staff member also worked with trainers in October 2011 to support them in the delivery of their 

training and implementation of the headcount methodology in which they had been trained. 

 

During the training, participants debated the merits of the counting methodology, the definitions 

being used and the categories of the target groups, forcing the counters to think critically about the 

process with which they were engaged. The training also included practice counts, after which 

participants were able to discuss the figures collected and iron out any difficulties encountered. 

 

The children are divided by age group: 0-5yrs or 6-18yrs, by physical ability: able-bodied or living 

with a disability, and by gender. Children are also allocated a category dependent on the activity they 

are engaged in at the point of counting (see Box 1). 

 

Every town is divided into walkable zones and the team into groups, each group with its own group 

leader. Every street within every zone is counted three times. Each group is allocated a zone which 

they count a first time. For the second count groups swap zones. By swapping zones groups are given 

the chance to make findings that were possibly overlooked in the first count. Having shared 

experiences, groups then return to their original zone for a third and final count. The results of which 

are accepted as the final figures. 

 

The third count is considered the most accurate because: new discoveries may have been made, 

mistakes will have been rectified or misunderstandings clarified and the skill of counters in 

identifying the target groups will have been enhanced over the previous two counts. In a majority of 

cases, the figures declined across the three counts. This was to be expected as the skill of the 

counters improved. 
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Having collected the data, Team Leaders drew up a detailed report on the counting process for each 

town – adding qualification to the final figures, explaining anomalies and raising other notable 

points. Ten participants, including the team leaders, then gave in-depth interviews with the author 

with the aim of offering explanations for the figures from each town and discuss in more detail what 

they had observed during the process. Some of this anecdotal evidence is presented alongside the 

quantitative findings in Section 6. 

 

The methodology is not an exact science. It should be remembered that the street is a dynamic 

environment and that the movement of the children who spend their time there is fluid. Throughout 

the process the children will inevitably move between zones and categories – perhaps carrying a 

moveable business in Zone 1 on day one, whilst engaging in casual work in Zone 2 on day two. 

Accordingly, like a photograph, the head counting methodology provides a snapshot of the street 

and its young inhabitants at a point in time. This snapshot is refined by taking three photographs and 

then comparing the results. 

 

Box.1. Activity Categories 

 
 

The total number of children found living and working on the streets of Sierra Leone is 49,698. 

Nearly half of all the children counted were in Freetown; 24,615 children live and work on the streets 

of the capital, compared with a combined total of 25,083 in all other towns across the country.  

 

The magnitude of the Freetown result is striking. Aside from the tens of thousands of children 

working day-to-day, 1,356 children were found to be sleeping rough on the capital’s streets; 39 of 

Fixed business – any kind of business that is settled in a given location; ranging between 

a small stall set up on the roadside, to a child helping out in a shop. 

 

Moveable business – a child moving from one place to another with some form of 

business; typically carrying items for sale. 

 

Casual workers – any child engaging in casual work without a business or saleable 

products (such as washing up dishes). 

 

Beggars – any child asking for food or money as a means of survival. 

 

Jobless – any child who is not engaged in any kind of income generating activity at the 

point of counting. 

 

Commercial Sex Workers (CSWs) – any child either engaging in or advertising herself 

with a view to engaging in transactional sex. 

 

Permanently on the Street – any child found on the streets during the late night counts 

(between midnight and 4am). 
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these were under 6 years old. Indeed, there are more children living permanently on the streets of 

Freetown than there are across all categories in ten of the remaining 16 towns included in the 

project. 

 

The results do relate to the populations
5
 of the respective towns, but only very broadly. The 

Freetown result represents 3.18% of the capital’s population; in Koidu 4.45% of inhabitants are 

children living on the streets; in Makeni the result represents just 1.73%. Makeni’s population is 

larger than that of Koidu, yet Koidu is home to over 2,000 more street children. 

 

The number of children under 6 years of age is of particular concern; in total 4,388 are living and 

working on the streets of Sierra Leone – 1,871 in Freetown. In Lunsar no less than 553 under-6s were 

counted – mostly in the Jobless category, but including 138 carrying moveable businesses. 

 

In total more boys were counted than girls. However, in almost every town more girls were found 

engaging in fixed or moveable business than boys (Freetown being a notable exception). Equally, in 

almost all towns boys far exceeded girls in the Jobless category, and for every girl sleeping rough on 

the street there are two boys doing the same. 

 

The very low numbers of children with visible disabilities identified on the street was surprising. In 

total just 633 disabled children were counted from a total of 29,657 disabled under-19s living 

nationwide.6 In five towns not one disabled child was found, and in six others the figure was below 

ten. 

 

The findings are alarming, and verify the severity of the situation of children living and working on 

the streets of Sierra Leone. In August the team leaders (professionals who have all worked with 

street children for many years) were asked to give their predictions for what figures they expected at 

the end of the project; ‘we said roughly eight to ten thousand’ says George Quaker, Principle Team 

Leader, ‘across all the categories’. The final total is nearly five times that prediction. 

 

The circumstances of street children violate almost every article in the UN Convention on the Rights 

of the Child. Yet these are the conditions that 49,698 children across Sierra Leone endure every day. 

Ending the plight of these children is not just the responsibility of compassionate individuals; but it is 

the legal duty of governments and organisations - and the moral duty of all of us - to afford these 

children the rights to which they are entitled as human beings. 

 

How this goal is achieved is a question which requires careful consideration. It is crucial that we work 

not for, but with, these children in our quest for long-term sustainable solutions. Moreover, there 

cannot be a one-size-fits-all model for helping these children away from their street lives and back 

into society. Every child living on the street is unique. By working with these children we can not only 

find sustainable ways to resolve their unjust circumstances, but we can also begin to understand the 

complex array of forces that result in children spending their young lives on the streets. 

 

                                                             
5
 Based on 2004 population figures and 2011 projections. See pg.30 

6
 Sierra Leone Union for Population Studies, ‘Population Profile of Sierra Leone’, October 2007 
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Indeed, the results of this project only serve to provide much needed data on the extent of the street 

child population in Sierra Leone. Further research is required to fully understand the causes of the 

street child phenomenon, the coping strategies these children employ while on the streets, and what 

the children themselves perceive as realistic solutions to their circumstances. 

 

It is recommended firstly that a national consultation on the issue of street children should follow 

the publication of this report – ideally leading into a holistic street child policy to respond to the 

urgent issue of children living and working on the streets of Sierra Leone. It should be cross-sectoral, 

considered and comprehensive. Despite the urgency of the issue, the effectiveness of such a policy 

will benefit greatly from a carefully considered design.  

 

The consultation should benefit from the input and expertise of the widest possible range of 

stakeholders. Importantly, participation with street children themselves should be emphasised in the 

conception, planning and implementation of any plan. 

 

The design of any policy framework, overarching principles and deliverables should ultimately be 

spearheaded by an exclusive subcommittee for Street Children established through the national 

Child Protection Committee (CPCom); it should be flexible and allow for its tailoring to specific local 

contexts. Working Groups for Street Children should then be established at district CPCom level to 

shoulder the contextualisation and implementation of the policy locally, working within the 

guidelines of the national street child policy. The Working Groups at district level should use the 

results of this National Head Count to inform the design of the policy locally. 

 

All street child policy should be rooted in the principles of a child welfare approach in line with the 

child protection system currently under review by the MSWGCA. 

  

Secondly, the 2007 Child Rights Act (CRA) must be contextualised into a set of general principles 

which are relevant, applicable and realistically realisable at community level. The overarching 

rationale must be to foster a home environment where children’s rights can be realised and where 

children do not feel obliged to flee their families to live on the streets. In a context of widespread 

poverty many families are unable to afford their children all the rights stipulated in the CRA; 

accordingly what is important is that parents are made aware of ways in which they can raise their 

children and provide a loving home environment within the spirit of child rights legislation that is 

realistic in terms of their circumstances. Parents cannot be criminalised for not sending their child to 

school when they are too poor to do so. Instead of simply telling parents what they cannot do, 

government must work with parents and communities to formulate viable alternatives for raising 

children in ways which reflect the spirit of child rights legislation whilst also taking into account their 

circumstances and financial limitations. 

 

Finally a positive change in attitudes towards street children must be fostered amongst the general 

public but also within public service agencies.  
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2. Definition of Terminology 

 

Beggar – any child asking for food or money as a means of survival. 

 

Bra’s – older street boys, sometimes acting as guardians of children on the streets. 

 

Casual Worker – any child engaging in casual work without a business or saleable products. 

 

Child – any ‘person below the age of 18’, as stipulated in the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child. 

 

Commercial Sex Worker – any child advertising herself with a view to engaging in transactional sex 

for money. 

 

Fixed Business – any kind of business that is settled in a given location. 

 

Head Counting – a method of quantitative research based on observation that identifies and 

accurately records the number of children living and working on the streets. 

 

Jobless – any child who is not engaged in any kind of income generating activity at the point of 

counting. 

 

Moveable Business – a child moving from one place to another with some form of business. 

 

Permanently on the Street – any child who spends night and day on the streets. 

  

Sissies – older street girls. 

 

Street – any urban environment outside of the home where a child is without care or protection.  

 

Street Child – any child whose life is controlled by the street. 

 

Street Worker – a child welfare professional who works specifically with street children. 
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3. Background 

 

3.1 Sierra Leone 

 

Sierra Leone is a small country on the west coast of Africa bordered by the Atlantic Ocean to its west 

and Guinea and Liberia to its east. The country’s estimated population is somewhere in the region of 

5.4 million.7 It has two principle ethnic groups – the Temne and the Mende, but is ethnically very 

diverse. English and Krio are most commonly spoken although at least 22 other languages are 

believed to be in use.
8
 

 

Administratively Sierra Leone is governed from its capital city – Freetown. Freetown sits on the 

country’s western peninsula and is also the administrative head of the Western Area, one of the 

country’s four regions; the Northern, Southern, and Eastern Provinces make up the remaining three. 

The four regions are subdivided into 13 administrative districts each with a district capital, and then 

again into 149 chiefdoms. 

 

Aside from the democratically elected government, a traditional form of governance remains 

prominent in Sierra Leone. Each chiefdom is ruled by a Paramount Chief, with power devolved 

downwards through Section Chiefs and then Village Chiefs at the community level.9 Chiefs still hold 

significant power in Sierra Leone, especially in rural areas where the reach of government is limited. 

For example it is estimated that over 70% of legal disputes are settled outside the formal justice 

system according to customary law.10 

 

The country is rich in natural resources – in particular diamonds, gold, iron ore, bauxite and rutile – 

and big international mining companies are an obvious feature. 

  

The infamous civil war that ravaged Sierra Leone between 1991 and 2002 left the country’s physical, 

social and economic infrastructure in tatters. Tens of thousands of civilians lost their lives and up to 

one quarter of the population was displaced.11 However, in the ten years since, Sierra Leone has 

transformed. Were it not for the fire scarred shells of buildings that pepper the landscape and serve 

as poignant reminders of the country’s recent history it would be almost impossible to imagine the 

horror that was witnessed here for so many years. Today there is a buzz about Sierra Leone; 

everywhere things are happening – houses being built, dirt roads being tarmacked, electricity pylons 

being erected. Moreover the ubiquity of the distinctive green white and blue of the Sierra Leonean 

flag clearly demonstrates a pride among Sierra Leoneans for their country. 

 

                                                             
7
 CIA (2011) ‘The World Factbook’ at https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-

factbook/geos/sl.html  
8
 Lewis, M. P. (ed.) (2009) ‘Ethnologue: Languages of the World, Sixteenth edition’, SIL International: Dallas, 

USA, online version Sierra Leone page at http://www.ethnologue.com/show_country.asp?name=SL  
9
 The Columbia Group for Children in Adversity (2011) ‘An Ethnographic Study of Community-Based Child 

Protection Mechanisms and their Linkage with with the National Child Protection System of Sierra Leone’ pg.24 
10

 Child Frontiers (2011) ‘Sierra Leone Child Justice System: Recommendations for UNICEF’s Future 

Programming’ pg.17 
11

 Human Rights Watch, ‘The Jury is Still Out’, Briefing Paper on Sierra Leone, 11 July 2002 
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Yet Sierra Leone has a long way to go. In the United Nations 2011 Human Development Index the 

country was ranked 180th of 187. For most Sierra Leoneans living standards are extremely basic; 

running water and electricity are restricted to those wealthy enough to make their own provisions or 

to those fortunate enough to be connected to the country’s unreliable infrastructure; supermarkets 

are a rarity, expensive, and typically cater to the expatriate community and subsistence farming is 

widespread.12 Debilitating levels of poverty remain ubiquitous. According to latest indicators 77% of 

Sierra Leoneans live in poverty – 62.79% of the population living on less than $1.25 per day.
13

 

 

 

3.2 Child Welfare in Sierra Leone 

 

Sierra Leone’s child welfare system is composed of governmental, non-governmental and traditional 

elements. The principle governmental agencies with child welfare responsibilities are the Ministry of 

Social Welfare, Gender and Children’s Affairs (MSWGCA), the Ministry of Justice (MoJ), and the 

Sierra Leonean Police (SLP); the Ministry of Health and Sanitation (MoHS) and the Ministry of 

Education Youth and Sports (MEYS) also have central responsibilities. International and national 

NGOs also play a major role in providing much-needed services to children although no major 

agencies have complete national coverage and Freetown is overrepresented.
14

 The uneven coverage 

of official child welfare services in Sierra Leone
15

 means traditional practices and the authority of 

tribal chiefs still play a central role in the protection of children. 

 

Sierra Leone is a signatory to both the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) and the 

African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child (ACRWC). The country also ratified the two 

optional protocols on ‘the sale of children, child prostitution and child pornography’ in 2001, and 

‘involvement of children in armed conflict’ in 2002. 

 

In 2007 Sierra Leone passed its own national law on child rights. The Child Rights Act (CRA) is a 

comprehensive piece of legislation which domesticates the UNCRC. Its fundamental principles of 

non-discrimination, the right to life, survival and development, and respect for the views of the child 

are the same as the guiding principles in the UNCRC and articles 3, 4, and 5 of the ACRWC. 

Accordingly, a child-centred approach is explicitly enshrined in Sierra Leonean law which prescribes 

that ‘the short-term and long-term best interest of the child shall be a primary consideration in any 

decision or action that may affect the child’ (Article 3). 

 

Various articles have special relevance to the circumstances of street children. Article 24 dictates 

that children cannot be deprived of their right, from birth, to a name and the right to acquire a 

nationality. However, even today many children in Sierra Leone do not have birth certificates; the 

national birth registration rate being just 48%.16 Many children, whether living on the streets or not, 
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do not know their date of birth. This brings added complications when children come into contact 

with the law. 

 

The issue of child labour is addressed in Article 32: ‘no person shall subject a child to exploitative 

labour’. ‘Exploitative labour’ is defined as that which ‘deprives the child of its health, education or 

development’. 

 

The Act goes on to outlaw forms of punishment which are ‘injurious to the physical or mental 

welfare of a child’ (Art.33) (although it fails to suggest how parents might otherwise discipline their 

children), criminalise forced and underage marriage, and detail appropriate sanctions for those who 

contravene. 

 

Children and employment is discussed at greater length in Part VIII of the Act, setting the legal 

working age at 15 (the same age at which education ceases to be compulsory), and the minimum age 

for ‘light work’ at 13. Light work is defined as ‘work which is not likely to be harmful to the health or 

development of the child and does not affect the child’s attendance at school or the capacity of the 

child to benefit from school work’ (Art.127). 

 

The CRA also makes provisions for the establishment of a National Commission for Children and local 

volunteer Child Welfare Committees (CWCs) at village and chiefdom level responsible for monitoring 

and promoting child rights at community level and providing an important link between the 

traditional and national governance structures. Four years on from signing the Act into law, 

budgetary limitations mean that a National Commission has still not been established. However 

there are now approximately 260 functioning CWCs nationwide.17 The effectiveness of the CWCs is a 

contentious issue; in many cases dependent on the willingness of the Paramount Chief (a CWC 

member) to be actively engaged in reporting child rights violations.
18

 

 

However, law is little more than ink on paper without its enforcement, and in many parts of the 

country the government does not have the capacity to safeguard the rights guaranteed to children 

by the CRA. Budgetary constraints, poor record keeping and a lack of IT facilities, understaffing, low 

salaries and minimal staff development restrict the government’s ability to implement services. 

Furthermore, there is widespread resentment from parents concerning the CRA; many feel that the 

emphasis placed on child rights has given children carte blanche to do as they please with no 

importance placed on children’s responsibilities. Many parents believe firmly that corporal 

punishment is a necessary disciplinary measure and that it’s outlawing is actually damaging to their 

children’s development.
19

  

 

In 2010 a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was signed between the Paramount Chiefs, the 

Family Support Unit (FSU) of the SLP and the MSWGCA. The MoU requires Paramount Chiefs to work 

towards establishing a CWC in every village under their respective jurisdictions. Where this is not 

possible the Paramount Chief will appoint a focal person on child abuse for each community 

responsible for reporting cases of child abuse to the Chief who is then expected to report criminal 
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cases to the FSU within 24 hours. In turn the SLP has promised to establish a FSU or equivalent policy 

officer in each police post.20 

 

The FSU is the agency charged with handling reports of child abuse, trafficking and neglect. But, as 

with the MSWGCA, the FSU is hampered by a lack of resources. Furthermore, the need to travel long 

distances to reach FSUs and the often prohibitive travel costs mean many cases are not reported. 

 

A recent report on juvenile justice found that not one police station in Sierra Leone had cells 

designated for juvenile offenders.21 Instances of children being detained in cells with adults have 

been noted but seem to be rare. Instead, juvenile detainees are often held in the police office until 

the court hearing.
22

 Only Freetown has a juvenile court.
23

 There are three detention facilities for 

juveniles found guilty in court – two in the Western Area, and one in Bo.
24

 

 

In 2001 free primary education was introduced throughout Sierra Leone. However, other costs 

associated with sending children to school – school uniforms, books and stationery, school 

photographs etc. – mean many families remain unable to finance even a basic education for their 

children. Access to education is by no means universal, in particular ‘female children, rural children, 

children outside the Western Area, and those in poorer households all have reduced access to 

schooling.’
25

 For the poorest families sending a child to school not only means extra expenditure, but 

also in many cases reduced income because the child is in school when he or she would have 

otherwise been working. Indeed, some families still prefer their children to help with the family work 

instead of sending them to school.
26

 

 

Of course even if a family can afford to fund a child through primary education, secondary education 

is not free and thus significantly more costly. The Sierra Leonean statistics office’s most recent digest 

show a high disparity between primary school and junior secondary school (JSS) enrolment; in 

2004/5, total enrolment in primary schools nationwide was 1,286,074. In comparison, total JSS 

enrolment was just 153,819.27 The geographical variation in school expenses is significant; families in 

the provinces typically pay between Le43,000 and Le64,000 per year to send a child to secondary 

school, whereas in the Western Area the average is Le295,000.
28

 The government is taking steps to 

improve access to post-primary education; introducing grants for girls and disabled children 

attending secondary school and university
29

, but a shortage of secondary schools and teachers is a 

persistent problem. 
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In an effort to tackle the shockingly high rates of maternal mortality in Sierra Leone, in 2010 the 

government introduced free healthcare for pregnant women, lactating mothers and children under 5 

years of age. However basic health facilities are in short supply, payments for treatment are still 

often required, and many women still give birth without professional assistance.
30

 

 

Both schooling and maternal mortality have a significant bearing on the street child population. 

Children who lose their mothers in childbirth are more likely to end up living with a relative or 

caregiver who is either unable or unwilling to look after them. There is a greater chance of these 

children being mistreated or abused, or being sent to the streets to work. The prohibitive costs of 

education also keep many children either working in the home or working on the streets. 

Furthermore, when taken together these two factors sometimes lead to foster parents prioritising 

the education of their own children over that of a step child. This kind of unequal treatment is 

another known push factor resulting in children leaving for the streets.31 

 

Despite the challenging circumstances, the Government of Sierra Leone continues to demonstrate 

commitment to the welfare of its country’s children. In its recent social protection policy document 

children were prioritised as the most vulnerable group requiring social service interventions, 

specifically – ‘orphans, disabled, abandoned children, street children, under-fives, juvenile 

delinquents, child carers of disabled, [and] children of poor families.’
32

 However, good intentions 

alone cannot bring about change. In its 2011 Country Profile on Sierra Leone, international NGO 

Amnesty International argued that the government was still failing to ‘uphold and enforce its 

domestic legislation and to respect its international treaty obligations to protect children and 

guarantee their rights.’33 It seems fair to say that whilst improvements have certainly been made in 

the field of child welfare, the country is still a long way from being able to safeguard the rights of its 

children. As things stand, a combination of poverty, culture, and limited governmental capacity will 

continue to undermine child rights in Sierra Leone. 
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4. Introduction 

 

The National Head Count of Street Children in Sierra Leone took place between 19
th

 September and 

26th November 2011. Trained Street Workers from a cross section of the country’s child protection 

agencies counted in 17 towns and cities nationwide, including the capital city of Freetown. The 

exercise identified nearly 50,000 vulnerable children living and working on the streets of Sierra 

Leone. 

 

In August 2011, UK charity Street Child of Sierra Leone, in collaboration with the national NGO Help A 

Needy Child in Sierra Leone (HANCi-SL), consulted with the Sierra Leonean Ministry of Social Welfare, 

Gender and Children’s Affairs (MSWGCA) regarding the commissioning of a national head count of 

street children. Keen to obtain accurate data on the number of children living and working on the 

country’s streets, the MSWGCA agreed to enter into collaboration with the two organisations in the 

undertaking of a nationwide exercise. Well known for their execution of similar street child head 

counts in other African countries, another UK charity, StreetInvest, generously agreed to provide the 

initial training in street work and head counting methodology required to set the process in motion. 

 

In country the research was led by HANCi-SL, with the on-going support of the MSWGCA, plus the 

participation of staff from 57 other Sierra Leonean agencies. The success of this exercise has been 

made possible by this coming together of likeminded agencies and individuals in a symbolic moment 

of genuine collaboration. This project stands out as a truly national undertaking. 

 

The process has now returned detailed statistics on the number of children living and working on the 

streets of Sierra Leone. The data gives an insight into the ages, gender and physical ability of these 

children and the activities they engage in on a daily basis. 

 

 

4.1 Aims of the Study 

 

It is impossible to make well-informed choices about addressing the issue of children living on the 

streets without credible data detailing the extent, and characteristics of the problem. The 

overarching aim of this study has been to gather this data. 

 

To enhance the credibility of the project, both nationally and internationally, the recruitment of 

collaborating agencies was carefully considered. Firstly, to secure the project’s credibility nationally 

the participation of all national child protection NGOs and CBOs was actively sought. In addition, 

collaboration with the MSWGCA, the national statistics agency – Statistics Sierra Leone, and the 

Family Support Unit of the national Police (FSU) added the weight and backing of major public 

service agencies to the process. The aim was to build national ownership of the project; conducted 

by Sierra Leoneans, for Sierra Leoneans. 

 

Secondly, by using the internationally-recognised head counting methodology developed by 

StreetInvest and recognised by UNICEF in Ethiopia, the partners aimed to a) gather the most 

accurate and reliable data possible, and b) ensure the results were accepted internationally as 

trustworthy and credible. 
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In addressing the pressing issue of children living and working on the streets of Sierra Leone, the 

results from this research are intended to inform better-targeted policies and programmes. The 

findings should be harnessed to maximise the impact of such policies and programmes, work on 

which must now begin in earnest.  Indeed, this report should not be viewed as the conclusion of a 

project, but rather the beginning of an urgent child-focused national programme, implemented by 

government and NGOs alike, geared towards improving the lives of Sierra Leone’s most marginalised 

and vulnerable children. 

 

 

4.2 Report Structure 

 

The report begins with an executive summary, briefly outlining the background, methodology and 

findings of the project. This is followed by some definitions of the key terminology used throughout 

the report. Following a brief introduction to the project, the report moves on to the methodology 

employed in this study. After giving some background to the issue of child welfare, and more 

specifically street children, in Sierra Leone, the report then begins an in-depth analysis of the 

project’s findings. This analysis begins by presenting some general trends, then moves on to focus in 

more detail at the most notable findings by category and town. All findings and analysis in this report 

are based on the data collected during the head counting exercise. 

 

In the final section the report offers some policy recommendations based on the findings. Annexes 

providing more detailed data can be found in the concluding pages. 
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5. Methodology 

 

5.1 Site Selection 

 

From the outset it was clear that the Head Count needed to incorporate the largest urban centres 

across Sierra Leone. A short-list was drawn up in early August of proposed towns for counting. This 

short-list was then presented at the National Child Protection Committee
∗

 meeting in Freetown on 

24
th

-25
th

 August 2011 for an appraisal by representatives from the country’s child welfare 

organisations. The ensuing discussion identified one additional town for counting – the mining town 

of Tongo in the east of the country. 

 

Freetown plus twelve other towns were identified for counting. With the exception of Freetown 

these towns were then placed into four groups according to their size. With the assistance of 

StreetInvest the design of the head count process was then systematically divided into ‘levels’, each 

level comprising one group of four towns which would be counted simultaneously. 

 

The levels were ordered so that the largest towns outside of Freetown would be counted first, with 

the smallest towns counted on the penultimate level. The final level would cover Freetown alone – 

by which point the counters would be at their most experienced. 

 

The first level towns were Bo, Makeni, Kenema and Koidu; the second level was made up of Kabala, 

Mile 91, Magburaka and Tongo; and the third Moyamba, Lunsar, Kailahun and Kambia. 

 

Midway through the project it was determined that resources were sufficient to expand the count to 

four additional locations. The smaller towns of Sierra Rutile, Pujehun, Port Loko and Lungi were 

inserted as the fourth level, with Freetown being pushed back to the fifth and final level of counting. 

 

Before the process began it was agreed that the comparative size and strategic importance a town 

had a significant impact on the number of children who live and work on its streets. This was a 

hypothesis that informed the selection of towns and the order of their counting, and one that was 

largely upheld by the results. Various towns where street children are rarely found were consciously 

omitted from the project based on the local knowledge gleaned by the street workers involved in the 

project’s inception. 
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 The National Child Protection Committee (CPCom) is ‘a multi-agency group chaired by the MSWGCA to 

ensure the implementation of its Strategic Plan, as well as oversee the functioning of the sub-committees and 
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bodies. The main function of the bi-monthly meetings is for the Principal Social Development  Officers (PSDOs) 

to update the committee on the implementation of activities in the regions, and for the different sub-

committees to report back on their progress. Each district of Sierra Leone is mandated to establish a Child 

Protection Committee under the leadership of the district council’.  (Child Frontiers; 2010a, pg.20) 
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5.2 Participant Selection 

 

To ensure the most accurate results, the Head Count needed to tap into the combined wisdom and 

experience of the widest possible range of Sierra Leone’s child welfare agencies. The participation of 

professionals from different agencies would not only enhance the skill of the counting teams in 

terms of identifying the target groups, but also add critical debate to the training and process as a 

whole, ensuring an on-going appraisal of the methodology from within. 

 

Aside from the operational benefits, the inclusion of professionals from 62 different Sierra Leonean 

agencies represented a historic case of genuine collaboration amongst likeminded organisations. 

For the Head Count to be a truly national undertaking it required the participation of a cross section 

of the nation’s child welfare professionals; the inclusion of 192 professionals from 57 agencies far 

exceeded our most optimistic of expectations and has benefitted both the project and the accuracy 

of the results, as well as progressing the case for street work more generally. 

 

Certain stakeholders were prioritised in the selection process: firstly, the involvement of the 

MSWGCA was central to the project’s legitimacy and success – the Ministry’s participation was 

actively sought at every stage; secondly, importance was attached to recruiting the experience of the 

quasi-governmental Child Welfare Committees (CWCs) – it was deemed particularly useful to expand 

the capacity of the CWCs with regards to street work (discussed in more depth in section 5.3.2); 

thirdly, the inclusion of the Police Family Support Unit (FSU) added value to the process and helped 

facilitate the logistics of the exercise. The training was also of value to the FSU staff who 

participated; fourthly, on the recommendation of the MSWGCA the participation of numerous 

Community Based Organisations (CBOs) was sought, not only to help build their own capacity, but 

also to tap into the wealth of local knowledge held by these grassroots organisations about the 

communities that were being counted; finally, all relevant child welfare organisations – national and 

international – were invited to take part in the counting process, further expanding the pool of 

experienced professionals involved in the project. 

 

In many cases enlisting the participation and support of so many different agencies was an arduous 

task. However, great emphasis was placed on this process, the success of which has ensured that this 

Head Count has been a truly national undertaking – conducted by Sierra Leonean professionals, 

concerning Sierra Leonean children, for the Sierra Leonean people. 

 

 

5.3 Training 

 

Before counting began, each participant received training on child rights, street work, and adopting a 

child-centred approach. The training process was devised by StreetInvest; similar versions have been 

delivered in 12 countries across sub-Saharan Africa. Experienced StreetInvest staff visited Sierra 

Leone in August to select and train the eight national team/co-team leaders who would go on to 

conduct the training of participants throughout the duration of the Head Count. The StreetInvest 

training on head counting methodology and street work emphasises the following fundamental 

principles: 
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1. A reliable, accurate and consistent counting methodology to ensure credibility. 

2. A process of data collection and categorisation that is both agreed upon by participants and 

reflects existing national and international criteria. 

3. Mutually agreed definitions that are clear, reflect the views of all stakeholders and are 

aligned with existing policy. 

4. Research analysis that references relevant literature and reports. 

 

Participants were thus encouraged to debate the merits of the counting methodology, the 

definitions being used and the categories of the target groups, forcing them to think critically about 

the process with which they were engaged. The training also included practice counts, after which 

participants were able to debate the figures collected and iron out any difficulties encountered. 

 

A cascaded model of training was used so that, following their own training by StreetInvest, the team 

leaders delivered the training to those community members who would do the head-counting across 

Sierra Leone.  

 

The following sections describe the critical elements of the StreetInvest training programme, and are 

closely based on the StreetInvest training manual, ‘Take Your Shoes Off: A Street Worker Training 

Experience’ (2011). 

 

Participants training in Lunsar 

 

5.3.1 Child Rights 

 

The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) was signed in 1989 and ratified by 

all member states with the notable exceptions of the United States of America and Somalia. The 

convention is made up of 54 articles from which five guiding principles are drawn; including that of 
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non-discrimination (art.2), the right to ‘life, survival and development’ (art.6), and the primacy of 

working in the best interests of the child whilst also taking the child’s own opinions into account 

(art.3 & 12). 

 

The UNCRC also allows for its own ‘domestication’ in signatory states facilitating the convention’s 

adaption to different national contexts. In Sierra Leone the UNCRC is closely mirrored by its own 

2007 Child Rights Act (CRA). 

 

Legislation on Child Rights takes us beyond viewing rights as something which we can, in time, strive 

to achieve, to recognising that the realisation of these rights for all children is the legal duty of 

governments, organisations, and all members of society. 

 

Six articles in the UNCRC stand out as of particular relevance to street children. These are: 

 

- Article 19: children have the right to protection from all forms of violence, abuse and 

neglect. 

- Article 24: children have the right to good quality health care, safe drinking water, nutritious 

food, a clean and safe environment and information to help them stay healthy. 

- Article 27: children have the right to a standard of living that is good enough to meet their 

physical and mental needs.  

- Article 28: All children have the right to a primary education, which should be free. 

- Article 32: children should be protected from work that is dangerous or might harm their 

health or their education. Children’s work should not jeopardise their other rights such as 

the right to education, relaxation and play. 

- Article 34: children should be protected from all forms of sexual exploitation and abuse. 

 

The circumstances endured by street children typically violate all of these rights. When on the 

streets these children are not protected from violence or abuse; in many cases they are entirely 

‘neglected’. They do not have access to health care or food and clean drinking water, let alone a safe 

environment. Their standard of living is unacceptable. The vast majority are not in education and are 

instead forced to undertake income-generating activities which are typically dangerous and 

detrimental to their physical and mental development, rarely leaving them time for relaxation or 

play. Indeed, the accelerated mental maturation which children on the streets must undergo means 

that play is almost wholly absent from their young lives. The street environment, coupled with the 

precarious nature of their circumstances, forces children to think and act like adults, with similar 

responsibilities and concerns. 

 

As part of the training, participants were invited to examine the UNCRC and consider how it 

influenced their own work with vulnerable or street children. Taken in its entirety, no less than 17 

articles from the UNCRC are violated by the circumstances in which street children find themselves in 

Sierra Leone. (Listed in full in Annex 2) 
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5.3.2 Street Work 

 

The training process explored the concept, rationale and characteristics of street work, as well the 

relationship between street work, the child, the street worker, and the street itself. 

 

Broadly speaking, street work encompasses an understanding of the street, the child, and the role of 

the street worker. The three elements are closely interrelated. 

 

The coming together of two of these elements – the street worker and the child – concerns a 

relationship between two individuals. This relationship is grounded in the division of labour between 

its two constituent parts – what role the street worker plays in helping the street child, and what role 

the child plays in; a) solving his or her own problems, b) guiding the street worker.  Ultimately it is 

the responsibility of the street worker to respect this relationship by empowering the child to make 

informed choices about his/her future, understanding the child’s situation and behaving accordingly. 

 

The street worker must maintain a high degree of self-awareness, both in terms of the child’s 

expectations of him/her, and of how his/her actions will relate to these expectations. Central to the 

relationship are trust and confidence, and as these build the child will begin to expect more from the 

street worker – for perhaps the first time the child will be engaging with a safe, reliable, trustworthy 

adult, who will look out for his/her welfare and help with the realisation of the child’s rights. 

 

The training covered the various possible activities and approaches that facilitate this type of positive 

relationship, with particular emphasis placed on listening to the child, demonstrating an 

understanding for what they have to say, and moving at the child’s pace without imposing an 

agenda. 

 

5.3.3 Child-Centred Approach 

 

The adoption of a child-centred approach has two principle benefits: firstly, and most obviously, the 

child becomes the central focus for all stakeholders. The child is put first, and his/her interests 

prioritised; secondly, a child-centred approach serves to tackle the negative stigma surrounding 

street children. It is the second of these which merits further exploration. 

 

In line with the five guiding principles of the UNCRC, a child-centred approach emphasises the 

importance of enabling the child to make choices about his/her own future. By prioritising the child 

in the decision making process we challenge the notions that a) street children are problematic 

trouble-makers who require correction, and b) they are helpless, needy children who require our 

protection and charity. By putting the child and the child’s choices at the centre of our approach we 

acknowledge that although some children are vulnerable, they are by no means incapable. Street 

children have the same rights as any other child. They are resourceful, resilient and resolute, with 

meaningful contributions to make. As part of a child-centred approach it becomes the job of street 

workers to facilitate a child’s realisation of his/her qualities – recognising the child as the principle 

stakeholder in his/her future, and not to prescribe superficial solutions informed by the notion that 

children are incapable and in need of protection. 
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This element of the Head Count training was instrumental in helping participants approach their own 

profession from a different angle. 

 

5.3.4 Street Child Definition 

 

For this exercise it was agreed amongst participants that a ‘street 

child’ would be recognised as ‘any child whose life is controlled 

by the streets’. The terminology is intentionally broad whilst 

being, by definition, a prescriptive statement. Any child who 

spends the majority of his or her time on the street, regardless of 

whether he or she has a home to return to at night, is considered 

a street child. 

 

The definition goes beyond some of the more restrictive definitions which categorise street children 

as only those children who sleep rough on the streets at night for two principle reasons: firstly, a 

child who leaves home at 7am to trade on the street and does not return home until late at night is 

exposed to the same hazards, dangers and influences as those experienced by a child who sleeps on 

the street. He or she is forced to think and behave in the same overly-mature fashion, and his or her 

mental (and physical) development is affected equally negatively; secondly, children who spend 

significant proportions of their time working on the streets are more at risk of moving to the street 

on a permanent basis. Data gathered from HANCi-SL beneficiary case histories has shown that many 

children who live permanently on the street elected to move there because of excessive child labour 

and mistreatment at home. It is thus imperative that working children who still live with their 

families are not overlooked in a data collection exercise such as this; they are as much street children 

as their homeless peers. 

 

Nevertheless, it is acknowledged that no single definition, no matter how broad, can embrace the 

individuality, unique circumstances, or personal history of every child. Indeed, it is accepted that 

although more inclusive, broad definitions can be analytically unhelpful. Ultimately we must look 

beyond definitions to develop and refine our understanding and awareness of the children who we 

refer to as street children 

 

 

5.4 Head Counting 

 

The Head Count project utilises a quantitative method of research centred on observation. Teams of 

counters then use discussion, debate and agreement to settle on the figures for each area. This is 

considered the surest way to gather the most accurate results, and relates directly to the 

overarching criteria (see 5.3). There is no interaction with the target groups during the counting 

process; instead counters make every effort to blend into their surroundings. Inviting unwanted 

attention from the public would impact negatively on the counting process. More importantly, 

interacting with the children themselves would immediately transform the counters from observers 

to actors in the process, raising the likelihood of the results being a misrepresentation of the reality. 

 

‘Street children can have 

fluid careers on and off 

the street’ 

 

Catherine Panter-Brick (2004:91)  
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The children are divided by age group: 0-5yrs or 6-18yrs, and by physical ability: ‘non-disability’ or 

‘with disability’, and gender. Children are also allocated one of the following categories dependent 

on the activity they are engaged in at the point of counting. 

 

Fixed business – a child working with any kind of business that is settled in a given location; 

examples typically range between small stalls set up on the roadside selling basic consumer items, to 

working in fixed retail premises. 

 

Moveable business – a child moving from one place to another with some form of business; in a 

large majority of cases this involves carrying items for sale. Large shallow bowls packed neatly with 

consumer items are the most common. But children selling clothes, drinks, fuel and ice cream 

pushed in cool boxes strapped to buggies can all be found without difficulty. 

 

Casual worker – a child engaging in casual work without any kind of business or saleable products; 

common activities include: working in lorry parks, unloading goods vehicles outside shops, carrying 

loads for customers at taxi ranks, or offering general assistance in workshops or around market 

places. 

 

Beggars – any child asking for food or money as a means of survival. It is common to see young 

children leading a disabled adult – often blind – through the streets in search of money. 

 

Jobless – a child who is not engaged in any kind of income generating activity at the point of 

counting. 

 

Commercial Sex Workers (CSWs) – a child either engaging in or advertising herself with a view to 

engaging in transactional sex. These girls are generally observed at night in strategic locations, 

although some have also been counted during the day. They are usually identifiable through a 

combination of their attire, behaviour, and location. 

 

Permanently on the Street – any child found on the streets during the late night counts (between 

midnight and 3am); it is common for children to be found sleeping in the markets or lorry parks, but 

late at night the children can also be found engaging in recreational activities such as gambling, 

smoking and drinking alcohol. 

 

Every town is divided into walkable zones and the team into groups, each group with its own group 

leader. Every street within every zone is then counted three times. Each group is allocated a zone 

which they count a first time. For the second count groups swap zones. By swapping zones groups 

are given the chance to make findings that were possibly overlooked in the first count. Having shared 

experiences, groups then return to their original zone for a third and final count. The results of which 

are accepted as the final figures. 

 

The third count is considered the most accurate because: new discoveries may have been made, 

mistakes will have been rectified or misunderstandings clarified and the skill of counters in 

identifying the target groups will have been enhanced over the previous two counts. In a majority of 
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cases, the figures declined across the three counts. This was to be expected as the skill of the 

counters improved. 

 

The skill and experience of the counters is of critical importance. With a methodology centred on 

observation the ability of participants, all experienced street workers (as opposed to academics), to 

accurately identify the target groups is fundamental to the success of the project. Even so, it is 

accepted that it is often difficult to pinpoint a child’s age, or indeed whether he or she should be 

counted as a street child. To mitigate this difficulty group communication and discussion are central 

to the counting process. By travelling in groups, the counters are able to consult with each other 

when in doubt over a child’s identification. 

 

Having collected the data, Team Leaders drew up a detailed report on the counting process for each 

town – adding qualification to the final figures, explaining anomalies and raising other notable 

points. Ten participants, including the team leaders, then gave in-depth interviews with the author 

with the aim of offering explanations for the figures from each town and discuss in more detail what 

they had observed during the process. Some of this anecdotal evidence is presented alongside the 

quantitative findings in section 6. 

 

The methodology is not an exact science. It should be remembered that the street is a dynamic 

environment and that the movement of the children who spend their time there is fluid. Throughout 

the process the children will inevitably move between zones and categories – perhaps carrying a 

moveable business in Zone 1 on day one, whilst engaging in casual work in Zone 2 on day two. 

Accordingly, like a photograph, the head counting methodology provides a snapshot of the street 

and its young inhabitants at a point in time. This snapshot is refined by taking three photographs and 

then comparing the results. 

 

 

5.5 Limitations of the Study 

 

In counting street children no methodology can be 100 per cent accurate. It is virtually impossible to 

know for certain that every child living and working on the street has been accounted for. What the 

methodology utilised in this study can verify is that, at the point of counting, the children presented 

in the final figures were observed on the streets. Accordingly the findings presented here may be 

accepted as the minimum number of children living and working on the streets of Sierra Leone. It is 

likely there are many more. 

 

The methodology could be criticised for its lack of participation with the children themselves. 

However, to have adopted a more participatory approach that included street children in the 

counting process would have been to run the risk of the results being prejudiced by the children 

themselves. For example, a street child may be predisposed to warn friends to make themselves 

scarce during the counting process, or mislead the counters as to the areas which the children 

frequent. It was decided that for the results to be as impartial as possible, outside influence was best 

kept to a minimum. 
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The age categorisation employed in the count could be more strategically relevant. For example, the 

legal working age in Sierra Leone is 1534 therefore, distinguishing between those children below and 

above 15 years of age would have been useful. However, determining the age of children from 

observation alone is challenging. Aside from making the counting process more difficult, adding 

further age categorisations to the methodology would have increased the risk of inaccuracy in the 

results. 

 

Two issues served to hinder the counting process: firstly, conducting the exercise during the rainy 

season made counting on some days significantly more challenging. The limitations of the project 

time-scale meant that the exercise had to continue regardless of the weather conditions. Counters 

were provided with umbrellas, yet their usage rendered them more conspicuous as they were 

walking the streets during heavy rain; secondly, efforts were made to equip participants with 

identification cards. However, limited resources and logistical constraints rendered their provision 

impossible. This issue was mitigated by a) providing the counters with letters of identification, and b) 

securing police clearance for the count in each town before the work commenced. Despite these 

measures taken, counters still encountered difficulties reaching all areas, and in one particular case 

in Kabala were refused access to count certain parts of town. Both of these factors will have affected 

the data gathered during the study. 
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6. Results and Findings 

 

6.1 Overall Results 

 

Between September and November 2011 the Head Count identified 49,698 children living and 

working on the streets of Sierra Leone. Freetown accounts for nearly half of this total; 24,615 

children live and work on the streets of the capital or 49.53% of all children counted, compared with 

a combined total of 25,083 (50.47%) in all other towns. As Figure 1 demonstrates, nearly half of the 

children counted in each category were counted in Freetown. Just over half of the children living 

permanently on the streets – 1,356 – were found in the capital, compared with 1,343 across the rest 

of the country. Notably, significantly more children were found engaging in casual work and begging 

on the streets of Freetown than in all other towns combined. 4,847 children were found working 

casually in Freetown compared with a collective total of 2,772 young casual workers counted in 

other towns. 

 

Figure 1. Freetown result compared with all other towns. 

 
 

After Freetown the largest numbers of children were identified in Sierra Leone’s second largest city – 

Bo. 6,632 children were counted in Bo representing 13.34% of the total Head Count. Aside from 

Freetown and Bo, no other town exceeded 5,000. 

 

Correlating roughly with the towns’ sizes the third and fourth highest results were recorded in Koidu 

(3,558) and Kenema (3,265) respectively. In Makeni, Sierra Leone’s third largest town, 1,435 street 

children were counted – notably lower than in other urban areas of similar standing. 
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Fig.2. All Town Totals (less Freetown). 

 
Despite being a mining town, the large number of children counted in the relatively small town of 

Tongo – 2,216 was surprising. Aside from the above, only three other towns registered more than 

1,000 street children; these were Lunsar (1,586), Kailahun (1,119) and Mile 91 (1,037). The lowest 

result recorded on the Head Count was in Pujehun with 171 children. 

 

 

6.2 General Trends 

 

Broadly speaking the results relate to the populations of the respective towns. However, Sierra 

Leone’s most recent population statistics date from 2004 – just two years after the end of the civil 

war – and today’s actual numbers are significantly larger than the official data. Population 

projections for 2011 exist for the four largest towns – Freetown, Bo, Kenema and Makeni – and 

represent an average increase of 45%. But official projections are not available for any other urban 

areas. In the interest of statistical accuracy the Head Count results have been compared against the 

2004 population figures, although to give a rough indication of how the picture may have changed 

the 45% average increment has been applied to the 2004 figures for every town to give very rough 

projections (see Fig.3.) These projections are speculative and are useful only insofar as they roughly 

demonstrate how the results, as a proportion of each town’s population, will have decreased.  It 

should be noted that some estimates for Freetown’s 2012 population are as high as 2.5 million – 

more than double the official projection. 

 

On average the Head Count result in each town represents 5.45% of the town’s 2004 population. 

Makeni has the lowest proportion of street children to overall population (1.73%) while the town of 

Lungi – the home of Sierra Leone’s only international airport – has the highest (16.68%). Other towns 

of note are Lunsar (9.57%) Kailahun (8.54%) and Kambia (6.83%). 
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Fig.3. 2004 Population Figures and Projections 

 
 

2004 Population 2011 Projections (non-official) 

CITY 

Head 

Count 

Result 

Official 

Statistic† 
Result as % Statistic Result as % 

Makeni 1,435 82,840 1.73 117,491 1.22 

Bo 6,632 149,957 4.42 236,155 2.81 

Kenema 3,265 128,402 2.54 199,479 1.64 

Koidu 3,558 80,025 4.45 116,036 3.07 

Mile 91 1,037 15,491 6.69 22,462 4.62 

Kabala 572 14,108 4.05 20,457 2.80 

Tongo* 2,216 - - - - 

Magburaka 543 16,313 3.33 23,654 2.30 

Moyamba 571 11,485 4.97 16,653 3.43 

Lunsar 1,586 16,567 9.57 24,022 6.60 

Kailahun 1,119 13,108 8.54 19,007 5.89 

Kambia 809 11,842 6.83 17,171 4.71 

Sierra Rutile* 317 - - - - 

Pujehun 171 7,571 2.26 10,978 1.56 

Lungi 698 4,185 16.68 6,068 11.50 

Port Loko 554 21,961 2.52 31,843 1.74 

Freetown 24,615 772,873 3.18 968,189 2.54 
†
Statistics Sierra Leone, 2011 *no figures available 

 

Makeni’s 2004 population was 82,840; five times larger than that of Lunsar (16,567), however 149 

more children were found living on the streets of Lunsar than were found in Makeni. Similarly 

Koidu’s 2004 population was 2,825 less than Makeni’s but 2,123 more children live and work on the 

streets of Koidu than in Makeni. 

 

In relation to population, the most startling result is that of Tongo. Situated just south of the main 

mining town of Koidu, Tongo is a tight collection of 12 villages which have combined to form what is 

also known as Tongo Field. It is smaller in size than Kailahun, and significantly smaller than Koidu – 

although population figures are not available. However, Tongo is home to the fifth largest number of 

street children of any town nationwide, and one of only five towns to exceed 2,000 street children. 

 

Broadly speaking the figures suggest that for the most part children are drawn to towns of economic 

and/or social significance. Six of the seven towns with the highest street child population are major 

economic centres: Freetown, Bo, Koidu, Makeni, Kenema and Lunsar. Tongo and Koidu are both 

major mining towns. As has been noted by Young; ‘the changing availability of particular survival 

opportunities makes the attractiveness of street life place-specific.’35 
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Counting in Kabala 

 

In terms of the activities undertaken by the children at the point of counting the most populous 

category is Jobless, accounting for 15,194 children across Sierra Leone. On average 32.96% of a 

town’s street children were observed not engaged in any kind of income-generating activity. At the 

extremes Pujehun registered the highest proportion of jobless children with 53.80% whereas Makeni 

registered the lowest at just 11.99%. 

 

 

Fig.4. Total Activities; all towns 
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In most cases the numbers of children counted engaging in fixed or moveable business was roughly 

equal. On average 19.85% were found with fixed businesses while 19.49% were carrying moveable 

businesses. When taken together the two categories on average represented 39.34% of a town’s 

street child population; in nine towns the combined proportion was over 40%. This is reflected in the 

totals for the country as a whole; Fixed Business totalling 10,220 children and Moveable Business 

10,711. Together the two categories represent 42.11% of the overall Head Count total. 

 

Nationwide 7,619 children were found engaging in casual work. On average the number of casual 

workers represented 12.23% of a town’s total. One notable exception was in Makeni where 412 

children, or 28.71%, were counted in the Casual Worker category. 

 

The number of children observed begging was low throughout the project. On average only 2.29% 

were found begging; in just three towns did the proportion of children begging exceed 5% - Kenema 

(5.08%), Kabala (6.47%) and Port Loko (10.29%). In the south eastern town of Pujehun not one child 

was observed begging. The figures for the southern mining town of Sierra Rutile also did not include 

a single begging child, and the proportion of beggars in Bo, Koidu, Magburaka, Moyamba, Kailahun 

and Kambia all registered below 1 per cent. Across the entire Head Count 1,434 children were 

recorded as beggars – 2.89% of the project’s total. 

 

Fig.5. Beggars; All Towns (less Freetown) 

 
 

2,699 children were found sleeping rough on Sierra Leone streets. 1,356 of these, just over half the 

overall total, were counted in Freetown. The number of children living permanently on the streets of 

Freetown is over five times higher than the highest number recorded in the same category in any 

other town – 250 children living night and day on the streets of Kenema. 
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1,821 under-age girls were recorded as working in the commercial sex industry. 750 were counted in 

Freetown. Once again, outside of the capital city it was in Kenema where the highest numbers of 

commercial sex workers were found – 243 of the remaining 1,071 nationwide. 

 

Overall slightly more boys were counted than girls. 26,569 boys were counted living and working on 

the streets across all the urban areas covered compared with 23,129 girls. In the combined totals 

from all towns more girls were found engaging in fixed/moveable business and begging, whilst more 

boys were either doing casual work or observed jobless. The exercise identified twice as many boys 

living permanently on the street than girls. 

 

       Fig.6. Head Count total   Fig.7. Permanently on the streets 

 
 

In total 4,388 children under 6 years old were counted on the streets. In this age group slightly more 

girls (2,275) were counted than boys (2,113). 1,871 of these young children were found in Freetown. 

However, the numbers of under 6s only vaguely correlated with the size of the towns – the second 

highest figure being counted in Lunsar – 533. On average just 12.03% of each town’s total were 

under 6 years old. In stark contrast, children under 6 in Lunsar accounted for 34.87%. 

 

The very low numbers of disabled children identified on the street was surprising. In total just 633 

disabled children were counted from a total of 29,657 disabled under-19s living nationwide.36 In five 

towns not one disabled child was found, and in six others the figure was below ten. 

 

 

6.3 Trend Analysis by Category and Town 

 

6.3.1 Children Living Permanently on the Streets 

 

2,699 children were found sleeping rough on Sierra Leone streets. 1,356 of these – just over half the 

overall total – were counted in Freetown. The number of children living permanently on the streets 

of Freetown is over five times higher than the highest number recorded in the same category in any 

other town – 250 children living night and day on the streets of Kenema. Aside from Freetown only 
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five towns registered more than 100 permanent street children: Kenema, Tongo, Makeni, Bo and 

Lunsar.  

 

Fig.8. Children Permanently on the Streets (Less Freetown) 

 
As a percentage of the total Head Count figure the children living permanently on the streets 

accounted for just 5.43%. This was broadly reflected in the individual towns as well, with the 

permanent category representing an average of 7.85% of a town’s total number. Notable exceptions 

to this average include Pujehan, where 23.98% of the street children counted were observed on the 

late night counts, and Makeni, Kabala and Moyamba – the only other towns where the children 

permanently on the streets accounted for more than 10% of the respective totals. By far the lowest 

percentage was registered in Koidu – just 0.62% of the town’s street children. 

 

During the late night counts between midnight and 3am, the children counted as permanently on the 

street were usually either observed sleeping or hanging around late night entertainment centres. 

Street boys were also commonly seen gambling outside clubs, or in the covered market areas after 

all the vendors have long since left – although this is by no means solely a night time activity (see box 

2). Children found sleeping were often observed on tables in covered markets, in or under 

abandoned vehicles, or amongst containers in lorry parks. 

 

Box.2. Daytime Gambling 
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In Bo every corner has some form of entertainment centre that attracts children. There are these 

big guys known as ‘KDs’, who carry cards always in their pockets. They move about with them on 

the streets. There was one instance, walking along Railway Line towards Prince William Street. As 

usual, these guys look out for these boys. We came across this point, and the guy came out of 

this establishment, and set up a little stall. There were 5 boys who were coming from the market. 

The guy had no idea we were around. The moment the boys saw this guy, they all crowd around 

him. In fact, seven of them crowded around him, and they were all already ready to play. One 

took money from his pocket immediately and started playing. This guy has a way of manipulating 

so he can always tell them that they had lost. That is how he makes his money.  

 

George Quaker, Principle Team Leader 
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6.3.2 Girls in the Commercial Sex Trade 

 

1,821 girls under the age of 18 were counted working in the commercial sex trade. 750 girls were 

found in Freetown, and over half of these were counted in Zone 3 –where the highest concentration 

of the city’s bars and clubs are located. The second highest figure by a considerable margin was 

counted in Kenema. 

 

Fig.9. Commercial Sex Workers (less Freetown). 

 

 

On average 11.65% of a town’s street girls were counted as Commercial Sex Workers (CSWs). The 

highest percentage registered was in Makeni, where 24.49% of the girls counted were working in the 

commercial sex trade. The only other town to return a percentage over 20% was Kabala with 

20.44%. The lowest percentages were found in Magburaka (2.83%) and Bo (2.97%). 

 

The District capitals of Bo (despite being a small percentage of the town total) , Koidu, Kailahun and 

Port Loko also returned high numbers, with Tongo, Kabala and Lunsar the only other towns to 

register figures above 50. 

 

6.3.3 Gender 

 

Comparing boys and girls uncovers some interesting trends. Across the whole count slightly more 

boys were counted than girls – 26,569 boys (53.46%) compared with 23,129 girls (46.54%). This trend 

was mirrored almost identically in 16 of the 17 towns counted. The only town registering a 

difference of more than 10% was Makeni, where 65.85% of the Makeni total were boys compared 

with 34.15% girls. 

 

In terms of categories there are clear distinctions between the activities commonly undertaken by 

girls, and the roles more commonly assumed by boys. Generally more girls were counted engaging in 

fixed or moveable business, while significantly more boys were counted as jobless or casual workers. 

Notably more boys were found living permanently on the streets while the number of beggars was 

roughly equal. Freetown bucked this trend, with over 200 more boys found with moveable 

businesses than girls. 
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Fig.10. Boys and Girls Activities (less Freetown). 

 

 

 

Fig.11. Boys and Girls Activities, Freetown. 

 
 

6.3.4 Age Group 

 

Nationwide 4,388 children under the age of 6 were found living and working on the streets. 2,113 of 

these were boys, and 2,275 were girls. 1,871 of these very young children were found in Freetown 

compared with 2,517 in all other towns combined. 
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The town of Lunsar registered the highest number of under 6s after Freetown with 553. The only two 

other towns to pass the 300 mark were the mining towns of Koidu (368) and Tongo (345). Incredibly, 

not a single child under 6 years was found in Makeni. 

 

Fig.12. Under-6s (less Freetown). 

 
Most commonly the children under 6 were counted in the fixed business or jobless categories. 

Despite this, 533 children under 6 were counted with moveable businesses, 215 as casual workers, 

127 beggars and 41 living permanently on the streets. These figures are of particular concern.  

 

Fig.13. Under-6s, Boys and Girls Activities. 
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Fig.14. Under-6s, Moveable Business. 

 

The towns in which the young children were found carrying moveable businesses were especially 

pronounced, with five towns accounting for nearly 100% of the total; Lunsar (138), Koidu (136), 

Freetown (126), Kenema (68) and Lungi (31). No other town on the count, including the Provincial 

capitals of Makeni and Bo, registered more than 10.   

 

In Sierra Leone primary school starts at 6 years old. Clearly a dearth of pre-school facilities leaves 

families with few options for their young children. A survey carried out in December 2005 revealed a 

total pre-school enrolment of just 19,147 nationwide.
37

 

 

6.3.5 Children with Disabilities 

 

Just 633 disabled children were counted during the Head Count; 323 girls and 310 boys. 184 of these 

children were under 6. From a total of 29,657 disabled under-19s living nationwide38 the Head Count 

figure seems surprisingly low. In five towns not one disabled child was found, and in six others the 

figure was below ten. 

 

Fig.15. Children with Disabilities. 
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The activities of the children living on the streets with disabilities were varied. The most populous 

category was jobless, accounting for 183 children, followed by fixed business (150), beggars (102), 

moveable business (70) and casual workers (62). 55 children with visible disabilities were found living 

permanently on the streets, while 11 were observed working in the commercial sex trade.  

 

6.3.6 Freetown (24,615) 

 

Sierra Leone’s capital city is home to a fraction under half of the country’s street child population – 

49.53% of all children counted – 13,320 boys and 11,295 girls. As a percentage of total population 

the Freetown result is below average at 3.18%. However this should not play down the severity of 

the total number; 50.24% of all children living permanently on the streets, 63.62% of all casual 

workers, and 68.06% of all beggars live in the capital. Of all the children under 6 years old 42.64% 

were counted in Freetown. 

 

1,356 children were found to be sleeping rough on the capital’s streets; 39 of these were under 6 

years old. Indeed, there are more children living permanently on the streets of Freetown than there 

are across all categories in ten of the remaining 16 towns.  

 

Fig.16. Overall Totals Compared with Freetown POTS. 

 
 

Significantly more street children were found in Freetown’s east than in the west. The two eastern 

zones
39

 account for 65.60% of the Freetown total. Just 13.60% were found in the fourth and 

westernmost zone. This east/west divide reflects the relative prosperity of the two areas – the west 

of Freetown being significantly wealthier than the poorer east – although this should not 

automatically imply causality. 
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Counting in Freetown 

 

Analysis of the individual categories across all four of Freetown’s zones throws up very little in terms 

of remarkable findings. Instead the results serve to verify some predictable patterns. For example, 

the largest numbers of children engaging in fixed or moveable business, or counted in the jobless 

category, were found in Zone two – the poorer central area which includes three of the capital’s 

largest markets. 2,562 (well over half) of the children observed engaging in casual work were found 

in Zone 1 where most of the lorry parks serving Freetown are located. By comparison only 519 

children were found working casually in Zone 4 – the affluent residential west of the capital. In terms 

of those living permanently on the streets roughly the same numbers were found in Zones 1 (488), 2 

(408) and 3 (433). Just 27 children were found on the streets at night in Zone 4. 

 

Fig.17. Freetown Activities by Zone. 
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The figures hint at two notable migratory patterns: firstly, 783 of the 951 beggars counted were 

found in Zone 3 – the capital’s main commercial district. 25 beggars were found in Zone four, and 

just 168 were counted in Zones 1 and 2 combined. This suggests that children and/or their families 

make the conscious decision to migrate to the commercial areas to beg during the day. Secondly, 

over half of the girls engaging in commercial sex work were counted in Zone 3 where a high 

proportion of Freetown’s bars and clubs can be found. 

 

Of the 1,871 children under 6 years of age counted in the capital, 745 were found engaging in a fixed 

business while 810 were jobless. 126 under-6s were found with moveable businesses and 118 as 

casual workers; these two categories include perhaps the most exhausting forms of child labour. 

Equally concerning was the fact that of the 312 children with disabilities counted on Freetown’s 

streets, over half (157) were under 6 years old. 

 

Nearly half of the under-6s were counted in Zone 2 – 784. Interestingly, the second highest number 

was the 621 counted in Zone 4. This conflicts with the general trend of Zone 4 returning the smallest 

figures in nearly every category. One explanation offered by participants is that while older children 

are sent to downtown Freetown to work by their families, the younger children are kept working in 

Zone 4 to profit from the pity of wealthy residents. This would correspond to what Ruth Evans has 

noted; ‘younger street children are more able to elicit compassion and a handout from tourists due 

to Western concepts of childhood, which perceive younger children as ‘innocent victims.’’40 

 

Well over half of the 312 disabled children counted were found in Zone 3 – 202. 85 were found in 

Zone 1 and 16 and 9 in Zones 2 and 4 respectively. In Zone 3 91 of these children were working with 

fixed businesses and 73 were jobless. There were no disabled children counted in the casual worker 

or beggar categories in Zone 3. By comparison nearly half the disabled children counted in Zone 1 

were found engaging in casual work. 

 

6.3.7 Bo (6,632) 

 

6,632 children were counted in Sierra Leone’s second largest town – the second highest result 

nationwide. In line with the town’s size this was to be expected. However, Bo also returned some of 

the lowest numbers in certain important categories across the whole Head Count. 

   

Despite the street children in Bo accounting for 13.61% of the total Head Count figure (the highest 

proportion of any town after Freetown), the town’s total has some of the lowest proportions of 

children living permanently on the streets (1.82%), working in the commercial sex trade (2.97%)
41

 

and begging (0.18%). Compared with an average of 12.03%, only 3.08% of Bo’s street children are 

under 6 years old, and just three disabled children were found on the town’s streets.  

 

                                                             
40

 Evans, R. ‘Negotiating Social Identities on the Street: The Life Course Trajectories of Street Children in 

Tanzania’, British Sociological Association Annual Conference, 21-23 March 2005 pg.3 
41

 Percentage of total street girls. 
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These low results in some of the most vulnerable categories are reassuring. But even so, the 3,642 

children working with fixed or moveable businesses, and the 2,301 found jobless remain an 

important concern.  

 

In terms of further category analysis Bo reflects the general trends quite succinctly. Nearly twice as 

many boys were found jobless than girls (1,509 to 792), and significantly more girls were found 

engaging in fixed or moveable business compared to boys (2,064 to 1,578). Of the 204 children under 

6 years old, 165 were engaging in fixed business, 31 were jobless, 3 were engaging in casual work 

and 4 carrying moveable businesses. 

 

Fig.18. Bo; Boys and Girls Activities. 

 

 

6.3.8 Koidu (3,558) 

 

The count in Koidu identified 3,558 children living and working on the streets. This represents 7.30% 

of the nationwide total, and 4.45% of Koidu’s population.  The only towns in Sierra Leone with more 

street children than Koidu are Bo and Freetown. 

 

Reflecting the national trend, the largest category registered in Koidu was the jobless – 1,330 

children, or 37.38% of the town’s total. 1,657 children were counted in the two business categories; 

869 fixed business, and 788 moveable business.  

 

430 children were counted as casual workers. Koidu is notorious for its diamond mining and large 

numbers of children counted in this category were seen engaging in mining activities. 

 

Excluding Freetown Koidu has the third highest number of CSWs after Kenema and Makeni. 101 

underage girls were counted working on the streets. This could be reflective of the affluent mining 
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population, living in Koidu. The counting team in Koidu noted that almost all of these girls were 

between the ages of 13 and 20. 

 

Similar to the Bo result, Koidu returned very low numbers in three of the most vulnerable categories 

– beggars, children living permanently on the streets, and children with disabilities. Just 22 children 

were found sleeping on Koidu’s streets – the third lowest number across the entire project. All were 

boys. As a proportion of the town’s total street child population these 22 boys represented just 

0.62% - the lowest proportion registered in any town.  

 

Only two disabled children were found in Koidu – both were male and both were begging.  

 

Aside from the high overall result, the one category of particular concern in Koidu was the under-6s. 

368 children under 6 years old were counted on Koidu’s streets; the third highest number of under-

6s counted nationwide after Freetown and Lunsar. 185 of these very young children were male, 183 

were female; 154 were working with fixed businesses, and 136 were carrying moveable businesses. 

The number engaged in moveable business is unusually high in comparison to other towns, where 

usually children under 6 years are found jobless or with fixed businesses.  

 

6.3.9 Kenema (3,265) 

 

3,265 children were found living and working on the streets of Kenema. This is the fourth highest 

total of all towns counted and represents 6.70% of all street children observed during the Head 

Count.  

 

Excluding Freetown, Kenema has some of the highest numbers of children in the most vulnerable 

categories. There are more children living permanently on the streets than in any other town outside 

Freetown (250) – 151 boys and 99 girls. There are also more CSWs working in Kenema (243) than in 

any other town outside Freetown. And there are more children on the streets with disabilities (135) 

than any other town outside Freetown. 

 

Fig.19. Kenema; Boys and Girls Activities. 

 

 

In terms of activities 1,297 children were counted carrying moveable businesses – the largest 

proportion in any one town. This figure represents 39.72% of all of Kenema’s street children whereas 
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the average percentage across all towns counted is 19.50%. Unusually, in Kenema more boys were 

found engaging in fixed or moveable business than girls – conflicting with the national trend. 

 

Of the 135 children with disabilities counted in Kenema, 61 were found begging, 37 were working 

with fixed business, 19 were carrying moveable businesses and 18 were found jobless.  

 

294 children under 6 were counted in Kenema – the fifth highest number in any town. 110 of these 

children were jobless, 68 were carrying moveable business and 65 were working with a fixed 

business; 41 were begging and 10 were casual workers. High numbers of very young children 

carrying moveable businesses was unique to just five towns including Kenema, and of particular 

concern. Fortunately no children under 6 were found living permanently on the streets. 

 

6.3.10 Tongo Field (2,216) 

 

Situated just south of the main mining town of Koidu, Tongo is a tight collection of 12 villages which 

have combined to form what is also known as Tongo Field. Tongo is rich in alluvial diamonds, home 

to the fifth largest street child population of any town nationwide. Tongo is also one of only five 

towns to register more than 2,000 children. 

 

The largest category in Tongo was the jobless – reflecting the national trend. However there were 

notably fewer children engaged in businesses than in many other towns, and significantly more 

engaging in casual work. Only Freetown and Bo registered more children as casual workers than 

Tongo. As with the Koidu result, the many of the children in the casual worker category were 

observed engaging in mining activities. 

 

Of particular concern is the high number of under-6s on the streets in Tongo. 345 children under 6 

years of age were counted on Tongo’s street – the fourth largest total for any town. All of these 

children were found jobless, but 45 were noted by counters as children of girls engaged in the 

commercial sex trade.  

 

238 young boys and girls were found sleeping rough on Tongo’s streets – only the much larger urban 

centres of Freetown and Kenema registered higher figures in this category.   

 

Finally, 78 disabled children were counted in Tongo – the third highest number nationwide. 38 of 

these were jobless. Of the remainder 12 were engaged in casual work, ten were begging, eight 

carrying moveable businesses, three with fixed businesses, and seven were living permanently on 

the streets. 

 

6.3.11 Makeni (1,435) 

 

Makeni is the fourth largest town on the Head Count, but represents just 2.94% of the total number 

of street children counted nationwide. Including Freetown, six other towns are home to significantly 

more street children than Makeni. Whereas on average, street children represent 5.44% of the 

town’s 2004 population, in Makeni the total represents just 1.73% - the lowest proportion recorded.  
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Fig.20. Makeni; Activities. 

 
 

Nevertheless, the total numbers of Commercial Sex Workers and children living permanently on the 

streets of Makeni are high. 190 children were found sleeping rough on Makeni’s streets, 151 of 

whom were boys; 120 underage girls were found working in the commercial sex trade. These girls 

represented the highest number of CSWs as a proportion of a town’s female total with 24.49% of the 

street girls counted in Makeni. The average is 11.66%.  

 

Three obvious trends stand out in Makeni: firstly there are significantly more boys than girls on the 

town’s streets; secondly, the number of jobless is just 11.99% of the total – the lowest proportion 

registered nationwide and well below the average of 32.83% across all towns; thirdly, not one child 

under 6 years old was observed on the streets of Makeni. 

 

Fig.21. Makeni; Boys and Girls Activities. 

 
 

Makeni also returned the highest proportion of casual workers nationwide: 28.71% (the average 

being 12.23%). 
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6.3.12 Lunsar (1,586) 

 

The Lunsar result was high. As a percentage of the 2004 population Lunsar was second highest 

behind Lungi with 9.57%. Despite the Lunsar total representing just 3.19% of the Head Count total, 

the town registered more street children than the much larger District capitals of Makeni and Port 

Loko. 

 

In Lunsar the categories reflect the national trends very closely. The largest category was the jobless, 

followed by the two business categories. More girls were counted in the business categories, and 

more boys in the jobless and casual worker categories. Significantly more boys were also counted 

living permanently on the street than girls.  

 

However, two notable anomalies stand out: Firstly, Lunsar has the third highest number of child 

beggars (63) after Freetown (976) and Kenema (166). Secondly, after Freetown Lunsar has by far the 

highest number of children under 6 years of age on its streets. 

 

Fig.22. Lunsar; Under-6s Activities.  

  
 

This second anomaly is the most worrying. 553 under-6s were observed on Lunsar’s streets. This 

accounts for 12.60% of all under-6s counted nationwide and 34.87% of the children counted in 

Lunsar, whereas the average across all towns is just 12.03%. Fitting the national trend for under-6s, 

260 of these children were jobless, and 77 were with fixed businesses. However, a staggering 138 

were observed carrying moveable businesses, as well as 50 engaging in casual work and 28 begging.  

 

In terms of the under-6s engaged in casual work, the most common activities observed included 

helping out at carpentry workshops – cleaning and carrying sawdust to where it was needed, or 

collecting and delivering scrap metal to dealers. 
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6.3.13 Summary of Findings 

 

 
 

 

• The Headcount identified 49,698 children living and working on the streets of Sierra 

Leone. 

 

• Freetown accounts for nearly half of this total; 24,615 children live and work on the 

streets of the capital or 49.53% of all children counted. 

 

• After Freetown the largest numbers of children were identified in Sierra Leone’s 

second largest city – Bo. 6,632 children were counted in Bo representing 13.34% of 

the total head count. Aside from Freetown and Bo, no other town exceeded 5,000.  

 

• On average the head count result in each town represents 5.45% of the town’s 2004 

population. Makeni has the lowest proportion of street children to overall population 

(1.73%) while the town of Lungi – the home of Sierra Leone’s only international 

airport – has the highest (16.68%). Other towns of note are Lunsar (9.57%) Kailahun 

(8.54%) and Kambia (6.83). 

 

• In terms of the activities undertaken by the children at the point of counting the most 

populous category is Jobless, accounting for 15,194 children across Sierra Leone. On 

average 32.96% of a town’s street children were observed not engaged in any kind of 

income-generating activity. 

 

• In most cases the numbers of children counted engaging in fixed or moveable 

business was roughly equal. On average 19.85% were found with fixed businesses 

while 19.49% were carrying moveable businesses. When taken together the two 

categories on average represented 39.34% of a town’s street child population; in nine 

towns the combined proportion was over 40%. 

 

• Nationwide 7,619 children were found engaging in casual work. On average the 

number of casual workers represented 12.23% of a town’s total. One notable 

exception was in Makeni where 412 children, or 28.71%, were counted in the Casual 

Worker category. 

 

• The number of children observed begging was low throughout the project. On 

average only 2.29% were found begging; in just three towns did the proportion of 

children begging exceed 5% - Kenema (5.08%), Kabala (6.47%) and Port Loko 

(10.29%). 
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7. Conclusion 

 

For the first time in Sierra Leone accurate, reliable and credible data is now available on the number 

of children living and working on the country’s streets, their gender, age group, and activities they 

engage in. But these numbers are not an end in themselves. What is now done with this information 

is crucial in terms of what the future holds for these 49,698 young people, and also for the future of 

Sierra Leone. Therefore this report must not be viewed as the conclusion of a project; rather it serves 

to provide the data necessary to begin the real journey of transforming the lives of these children. 

Work must now begin in earnest to conduct further research, formulate policies and programmes to 

this end. The data gathered on this Head Count must be harnessed to maximise the impact and 

effectiveness of such policies and programmes. 

 

The circumstances of street children violate almost every article in the UN Convention on the Rights 

of the Child. Yet these are the conditions that 49,698 children across Sierra Leone endure every day. 

Ending the plight of these children is not just the responsibility of compassionate individuals; but it is 

 

• 2,699 children were found sleeping rough on Sierra Leone streets. 1,356 of these, just 

over half the overall total, were counted in Freetown. The number of children living 

permanently on the streets of Freetown is over five times higher than the highest 

number recorded in the same category in any other town – 250 children living night 

and day on the streets of Kenema. 

 

• 1,821 under-age girls were recorded as working in the commercial sex industry. 750 

were counted in Freetown. Once again, outside of the capital city it was in Kenema 

where the highest numbers of commercial sex workers were found – 243 of the 

remaining 1,071 nationwide.   

 

• Overall slightly more boys were counted than girls. 26,569 boys were counted living 

and working on the streets across all the urban areas covered compared with 23,129 

girls. In the combined totals from all towns more girls were found engaging in 

fixed/moveable business and begging, whilst more boys were either doing casual 

work or observed jobless. The exercise identified twice as many boys living 

permanently on the street than girls. 

 

• In total 4,388 children under 6 years old were counted on the streets. In this age 

group slightly more girls (2,275) were counted than boys (2,113). 1,871 of these 

young children were found in Freetown. 

 

• In total just 633 disabled children were counted. In five towns not one disabled child 

was found, and in six others the figure was below ten. 
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the legal duty of governments and organisations - and the moral duty of all of us - to afford these 

children the rights to which they are entitled as human beings. 

 

How this goal is achieved is a question which requires careful consideration. But whatever remedy is 

proposed it is crucial that we work not just for, but with, these children in our quest for long-term 

solutions. There cannot be a one-size-fits-all model for helping these children away from their street 

lives and back into society. Every child living on the street is unique. But by working with these 

children we can not only find sustainable ways to resolve their unjust circumstances, but we can also 

begin to understand and address the complex array of forces that result in children spending their 

young lives on the streets. 

 

 

8. Recommendations 

 

The following recommendations suggest a sustainable framework for action, and address both the 

urgent issue of the thousands of children currently living and working on Sierra Leone’s streets, as 

well as how to prevent more children being driven to the streets in the future through a more 

general child welfare lens. In doing so, work could begin in three principle areas: firstly, to draw up a 

holistic street child policy to respond to the urgent issue of children living and working on the 

streets; secondly, to contextualise the CRA into a set of general principles which are relevant, 

applicable and realistically realisable at community level; finally a positive change in attitudes must 

be brought about with regard to street children. The following suggests how this might be achieved: 

 

(i) A cross-sectoral national policy for street children 

 

It is recommended firstly that a holistic street child policy be drawn up to respond to the urgent issue 

of children living and working on the streets of Sierra Leone. It should be cross-sectoral, considered 

and comprehensive. Despite the urgency of the issue, the effectiveness of such a policy will benefit 

greatly from a carefully considered design. Hasty ill-conceived solutions are unlikely to reap much 

reward. 

 

Policy should benefit from the input and expertise of the widest possible range of stakeholders. First 

and foremost, the MSWGCA, the FSU, and Sierra Leone’s leading national and international child 

protection agencies should be centrally involved. In addition, active participation from 

representatives of the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports (MEYS), the Ministry of Health and 

Sanitation (MoHS), the Ministry of Justice (MoJ), the National Committee for Gender-based Violence 

(NACGBV), the Children’s Forum Network (CFN), the Child Welfare Committees (CWCs) and other 

development partners would further expand the pool of expertise, broaden the perspective of the 

planning stage, and ensure policy complements, and is compatible with, other current policy and 

programmes central to child welfare in other government ministries. Crucially, participation with 

street children themselves should be sought in the conception, planning and implementation of the 

policy. 

 

The design of the policy framework, overarching principles and deliverables should be spearheaded 

by an exclusive subcommittee for Street Children established through the national Child Protection 
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Committee (CPCom); the framework should be flexible and allow for its tailoring to specific local 

contexts. Working Groups for Street Children should then be established at district CPCom level to 

shoulder the contextualisation and implementation of the policy locally, working within the 

guidelines of the national street child policy. The Working Groups at district level should use the 

results of this National Head Count to inform the design of the policy locally, and harness the 

capacity of NGOs, CBOs and functional CWCs operating in their respective urban areas in policy 

implementation. 

 

All street child policy should be rooted in the principles of a child welfare approach in line with the 

child protection system currently under review by the MSWGCA. 

 

As part of a national street child policy, the following might be considered: 

 

� Further research into the causes (push and pull factors) of street children and their 

experiences on the streets; specifically concerning the coping strategies employed by 

children living permanently on the streets. The quantitative data collected in this exercise 

only indicates the severity of the problem but cannot serve to offer explanations for these 

figures or indeed solutions. Crucially, street children must be consulted on what they 

consider the most effective ways to help them.  

 

� Compiling a comprehensive national database of the agencies currently working with street 

children in Sierra Leone, including a detailed record of all the services available to street 

children nationwide, their capacity and location. Effective inter-agency collaboration is 

essential in terms of addressing the problem of children living on the streets, as is the 

process of sharing knowledge and experience between different actors and moving forward 

with a shared vision reflected in coordinated programmes. 

 

� More effective collaboration between non-governmental organisations, the MSWGCA and 

the FSU with regards to family tracing and reunification. It has been noted that poor planning 

and coordination between the MSWGCA and national/international partners has created a 

fragmented and donor led system.42 In the context of a lack of state provision of 

interim/emergency service provision for children in crisis,
43

 state agencies could better 

collaborate with NGOs in terms of referring street children into their interim care and to 

make use of emergency services and family tracing expertise that is currently available. This 

might include the creation of a MoU between governmental and key non-governmental 

agencies outlining a clear line of referral for children in need in different parts of the country, 

as well as detailing a form of compensation to the NGOs for opening up their services 

beyond their standard beneficiary intake. 

 

                                                             
42

 Child Frontiers (2010b) ‘Interactive Dialogue: Building Systems for Child Protection: Summary Report’ pg.5 
43

 Child Frontiers (2010a) pg.30 
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� Establish a national database of prospective foster carers in Sierra Leone whilst also 

reinstating the discontinued incentive programme ‘Aid to the Abandoned’ designed to 

encourage foster parents to register.44  

 

� Roll out a street outreach programme specifically targeting street children in the street to 

raise awareness of the governmental and non-governmental services at their disposal and to 

enable street children to make better, informed decisions. 

 

� Engage industries that attract child workers. Specifically the mining/extraction industry. 

 

� Set a target date for conducting another quantitative survey of the street child population to 

evaluate the impact of chosen initiatives. This particular Head Count may be considered a 

baseline. 

 

 

(ii) Change of attitudes towards street children 

 

The negative stigma surrounding street children must be confronted. The notion that these children 

are to blame for their circumstances and unworthy of the same opportunities afforded to other 

children is both misconstrued and dangerous. For those who hold such attitudes the use of street 

children for cheap labour might easily be considered acceptable. Raising awareness of the causes of 

street children and the circumstances they endure, among communities and public service agencies 

alike, could go a long way to recasting the negative attitudes that many have towards these children.  

 

Furthermore, we must move beyond viewing street children within a ‘risk discourse’, instead 

recognising their resilience and tenacity in forging viable coping strategies to enable their survival in 

such challenging circumstances.  Action in this endeavour should be evident in all the activities 

suggested above.  

 

Finally it must be acknowledged that street children themselves are not the problem. Rather it is the 

factors that push them to the streets that are the problem. ‘Long-term policies must therefore aim at 

fixing the system rather than fixing the children.’
45

 

 

 

(iii) Contextualise the 2007 Child Rights Act into a set of general principles which are relevant, 

applicable and realistically realisable at community level 

 

The 2007 Child Rights Act (CRA) must be contextualised into a set of general principles which are 

relevant, applicable and realistically realisable at community level. The overarching rationale must be 

to foster a home environment where children’s rights can be realised and where children do not feel 

                                                             
44

 As noted in Ibid pg.32 
45

 Lugalla, J.L.P., & Mbwambo, J.K. (1999) ‘Street Children and Street Life in Urban Tanzania: The Culture of 

Surviving and its Implications for Children’s Health’, International Journal of Urban and Regional Research, 

Vol.23, No.2  pg.342 
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obliged to flee their families to live on the streets. In a context of widespread poverty many families 

are unable to afford their children all the rights stipulated in the CRA; accordingly what is important 

is that parents are made aware of ways in which they can raise their children and provide a loving 

home environment within the spirit of child rights legislation that is realistic in terms of their 

circumstances. Parents cannot be criminalised for not sending their child to school when they are 

too poor to do so. Instead of simply telling parents what they cannot do, government must work 

with parents and communities to formulate viable alternatives for raising children in ways which 

reflect the spirit of child rights legislation whilst also taking into account their circumstances and 

financial limitations. Indeed, the omnipresent issue of poverty complicates the Rights Based 

Approach; for example, many families can only guarantee a child’s right to food by violating the same 

child’s right to education. In such circumstances it is the responsibility of the state and other 

supporting agencies to create an environment in which such zero-sum choices can be avoided.  

 

As part of this crucial endeavour the following steps may be considered: 

 

� Conducting further research into how communities currently make provisions for the 

welfare of their children. Recent research has shown that a large majority of families 

consider Village, Section or Paramount Chiefs as the first point of call regarding issues of 

child welfare.
46

 It is important to understand how families and communities work through 

these traditional structures in resolving child protection matters, so as to seek to build on 

processes which already prove functional instead of importing new top-down mechanisms 

which are unlikely to be applicable or indeed feasible in a majority of communities. 

 

� Careful consultation of research already undertaken on traditional community-level child 

welfare systems. Research and other similar resources should be assembled in a central 

library/resource centre for use by all child welfare stakeholders. 

 

� Work with Paramount Chiefs to formalise a set of responses to child welfare issues to be 

employed at community level. If decisions regarding child welfare are primarily taken 

through traditional mechanisms of arbitration it is clearly necessary to draw up detailed 

guidelines that can be followed by Chiefs and village elders when deciding on what 

responses are appropriate. It should be clear which issues require referral to the MSWGCA 

or the FSUs and which issues can be resolved within communities. The guidelines should 

suggest a set of responses which can be implemented at community level based on 

solutions which have already proved successful and effective. Empowering chieftaincies in 

this regard would require; a) a transparent and formalised oversight mechanisms within 

communities, complete with a clear procedure for reporting abuses, and b) a re-evaluation 

of the role of village CWCs so as not to duplicate responsibilities.  

 

� A balancing of child rights sensitisation with community sensitisation concerning children’s 

responsibilities. 

                                                             
46

 See for example: Rossi, A. (2009) ‘Developing Evidence-based Child Protection Policy in Sierra Leone’ pg.35; 

Child Frontiers (2011) pg.18 



 

Annex 1: Detailed Tables of Results (Towns listed alphabetically) 

 

All Towns 

 

 NON-DISABILITY WITH DISABILITY 

 0 to 5                             6 to 18 0 to 5                             6 to 18 SUB TOTAL 

CITY MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE % FEMALE % TOTAL % 

Makeni 0 0 936 467 0 0 9 23 945 1.90 490 0.99 1,435 2.89 

Bo 100 104 3,435 2,990 0 0 2 1 3,537 7.12 3,095 6.23 6,632 13.34 

Kenema 148 133 1,533 1,316 11 2 58 64 1,750 3.52 1,515 3.05 3,265 6.57 

Koidu 185 183 1,631 1,557 0 0 2 0 1,818 3.66 1,740 3.50 3,558 7.16 

Mile 91 53 76 498 404 0 0 6 0 557 1.12 480 0.97 1,037 2.09 

Kabala 14 23 269 233 0 0 15 18 298 0.60 274 0.55 572 1.15 

Tongo 172 159 895 912 7 7 37 27 1,111 2.24 1,105 2.22 2,216 4.46 

Magburaka 17 17 243 266 0 0 0 0 260 0.52 283 0.57 543 1.09 

Moyamba 30 40 304 197 0 0 0 0 334 0.67 237 0.48 571 1.15 

Lunsar 258 295 517 496 0 0 8 12 783 1.58 803 1.62 1,586 3.19 

Kailahun 11 10 521 574 0 0 1 2 533 1.07 586 1.18 1,119 2.25 

Kambia 94 120 297 294 0 0 2 2 393 0.79 416 0.84 809 1.63 

Sierra Rutile 29 27 135 126 0 0 0 0 164 0.33 153 0.31 317 0.64 

Pujehun 12 12 83 64 0 0 0 0 95 0.19 76 0.15 171 0.34 

Lungi 53 49 325 266 0 0 3 2 381 0.77 317 0.64 698 1.40 

Port Loko 28 38 262 226 0 0 0 0 290 0.58 264 0.53 554 1.11 

Freetown 837 877 12,334 10,255 54 103 95 60 13,320 26.80 11,295 22.73 24,615 49.53 

TOTAL 2,041 2,163 24,218 20,643 72 112 238 211 26,569 53.46 23,129 46.54 49,698 100.00 

 

 

 



 

 

All Categories 

 

 NON-DISABILITY WITH DISABILITY 

       0 to 5                             6 to 18 0 to 5                             6 to 18 SUB TOTAL 

  CATEGORIES MALE FEMALE M F M F M F M % F % TOTAL % 

Fixed Business 689 814 3,806 4,761 18 40 58 34 4,571 9.20 5,649 11.37 10,220 20.56 

Mov. Business 243 276 5,110 5,012 9 5 29 27 5,391 10.85 5,320 10.70 10,711 21.55 

Jobless 930 905 8,280 4,896 26 50 47 60 9,283 18.68 5,911 11.89 15,194 30.57 

Casual Workers 107 108 4,733 2,609 0 0 38 24 4,878 9.82 2,741 5.52 7,619 15.33 

Beggars 58 57 520 697 11 1 44 46 633 1.27 801 1.61 1,434 2.89 

CSW 0 0 0 1,810 0 0 0 11 0 0.00 1,821 3.66 1,821 3.66 

Permanent 14 3 1,769 858 8 16 22 9 1,813 3.65 886 1.78 2,699 5.43 

 TOTAL  2041 2163 24,218 20,643 72 112 238 211 26,569 53.46 23,129 46.54 49,698 100.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Bo 

 NON-DISABILITY WITH DISABILITY 

       0 to 5                             6 to 18 0 to 5                             6 to 18 SUB TOTAL 

  CATEGORIES MALE FEMALE M F M F M F M % F % TOTAL % 

Fixed Business 82 83 729 1,141 0 0 0 0 811 12.23 1,224 18.46 2,035 30.68 

Mov. Business 2 2 765 838 0 0 0 0 767 11.57 840 12.67 1,607 24.23 

Jobless 13 18 1,495 774 0 0 1 0 1,509 22.75 792 11.94 2,301 34.70 

Casual Workers 2 1 327 134 0 0 0 0 329 4.96 135 2.04 464 7.00 

Beggars 0 0 10 1 0 0 0 1 10 0.15 2 0.03 12 0.18 

CSW 0 0 0 92 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 92 1.39 92 1.39 

Permanent 1 0 109 10 0 0 1 0 111 1.67 10 0.15 121 1.82 

 TOTAL  100 104 3,435 2,990 0 0 2 1 3,537 53.33 3,095 46.67 6,632 100.00 
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Freetown 

 

 NON-DISABILITY WITH DISABILITY 

       0 to 5                             6 to 18 0 to 5                             6 to 18 SUB TOTAL 

  CATEGORIES MALE FEMALE M F M F M F M % F % TOTAL % 

Fixed Business 303 385 1,561 2,215 18 39 33 13 1,915 7.78 2,652 10.77 4,567 18.55 

Mov. Business 71 41 2,498 2,293 9 5 3 5 2,581 10.49 2,344 9.52 4,925 20.01 

Jobless 378 370 4,107 2,248 19 43 13 16 4,517 18.35 2,677 10.88 7,194 29.23 

Casual Workers 57 61 3,003 1,685 0 0 27 14 3,087 12.54 1,760 7.15 4,847 19.69 

Beggars 16 17 358 568 0 0 10 7 384 1.56 592 2.41 976 3.97 

CSW 0 0 0 748 0 0 0 2 0 0.00 750 3.05 750 3.05 

Permanent 12 3 807 498 8 16 9 3 836 3.40 520 2.11 1,356 5.51 

 TOTAL  837 877 12,334 10,255 54 103 95 60 13,320 54.11 11,295 45.89 24,615 100.00 

 

 

Freetown Zones 

 

 NON-DISABILITY WITH DISABILITY 

       0 to 5                             6 to 18 0 to 5                             6 to 18 SUB TOTAL 

  ZONE MALE FEMALE M F M F M F M % F % TOTAL % 

Zone 1 40 61 4564 3019 3 5 46 31 4653 18.90 3116 12.66 7769 31.56 

Zone 2 361 423 4425 3153 0 0 8 8 4794 19.48 3584 14.56 8378 34.04 

Zone 3 137 71 1963 2748 51 98 36 17 2187 8.88 2934 11.92 5121 20.80 

Zone 4 299 322 1382 1335 0 0 5 4 1686 6.85 1661 6.75 3347 13.60 

 TOTAL  837 877 12,334 10,255 54 103 95 60 13,320 54.11 11,295 45.89 24,615 100.00 

 

 



 

Kabala 

 

 NON-DISABILITY WITH DISABILITY 

       0 to 5                             6 to 18 0 to 5                             6 to 18 SUB TOTAL 

  CATEGORIES MALE FEMALE M F M F M F M % F % TOTAL % 

Fixed Business 2 8 29 20 0 0 3 4 34 5.94 32 5.59 66 11.54 

Mov. Business 0 9 31 70 0 0 0 0 31 5.42 79 13.81 110 19.23 

Jobless 0 0 71 21 0 0 6 2 77 13.46 23 4.02 100 17.48 

Casual Workers 6 4 73 28 0 0 3 5 82 14.34 37 6.47 119 20.80 

Beggars 6 2 17 12 0 0 0 0 23 4.02 14 2.45 37 6.47 

CSW 0 0 0 51 0 0 0 5 0 0.00 56 9.79 56 9.79 

Permanent 0 0 48 31 0 0 3 2 51 8.92 33 5.77 84 14.69 

 TOTAL  14 23 269 233 0 0 15 18 298 52.10 274 47.90 572 100.00 
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Kailahun 

 NON-DISABILITY WITH DISABILITY 

       0 to 5                             6 to 18 0 to 5                             6 to 18 SUB TOTAL 

  CATEGORIES MALE FEMALE M F M F M F M % F % TOTAL % 

Fixed Business 0 0 71 115 0 0 0 0 71 6.34 115 10.28 186 16.62 

Mov. Business 0 0 65 87 0 0 0 0 65 5.81 87 7.77 152 13.58 

Jobless 8 8 263 198 0 0 0 1 271 24.22 207 18.50 478 42.72 

Casual Workers 3 2 81 59 0 0 1 0 85 7.60 61 5.45 146 13.05 

Beggars 0 0 3 6 0 0 0 0 3 0.27 6 0.54 9 0.80 

CSW 0 0 0 76 0 0 0 1 0 0.00 77 6.88 77 6.88 

Permanent 0 0 38 33 0 0 0 0 38 3.40 33 2.95 71 6.34 

 TOTAL  11 10 521 574 0 0 1 2 533 47.63 586 52.37 1,119 100.00 
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Kambia 

 NON-DISABILITY WITH DISABILITY 

       0 to 5                             6 to 18 0 to 5                             6 to 18 SUB TOTAL 

  CATEGORIES MALE FEMALE M F M F M F M % F % TOTAL % 

Fixed Business 56 89 69 45 0 0 0 0 125 15.45 134 16.56 259 32.01 

Mov. Business 2 6 44 99 0 0 0 0 46 5.69 105 12.98 151 18.67 

Jobless 36 25 154 114 0 0 2 1 192 23.73 140 17.31 332 41.04 

Casual Workers 0 0 14 1 0 0 0 0 14 1.73 1 0.12 15 1.85 

Beggars 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 4 0.49 0 0.00 4 0.49 

CSW 0 0 0 35 0 0 0 1 0 0.00 36 4.45 36 4.45 

Permanent 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 12 1.48 0 0.00 12 1.48 

 TOTAL  94 120 297 294 0 0 2 2 393 48.58 416 51.42 809 100.00 
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Kenema 

 NON-DISABILITY WITH DISABILITY 

       0 to 5                             6 to 18 0 to 5                             6 to 18 SUB TOTAL 

  CATEGORIES MALE FEMALE M F M F M F M % F % TOTAL % 

Fixed Business 33 31 310 152 0 1 20 16 363 11.12 200 6.13 563 17.24 

Mov. Business 33 35 639 571 0 0 10 9 682 20.89 615 18.84 1,297 39.72 

Jobless 63 47 257 150 0 0 8 10 328 10.05 207 6.34 535 16.39 

Casual Workers 7 3 140 61 0 0 0 0 147 4.50 64 1.96 211 6.46 

Beggars 12 17 36 40 11 1 20 29 79 2.42 87 2.66 166 5.08 

CSW 0 0 0 243 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 243 7.44 243 7.44 

Permanent 0 0 151 99 0 0 0 0 151 4.62 99 3.03 250 7.66 

 TOTAL  148 133 1,533 1,316 11 2 58 64 1,750 53.60 1,515 46.40 3,265 100.00 
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Koidu 

 NON-DISABILITY WITH DISABILITY 

       0 to 5                             6 to 18 0 to 5                             6 to 18 SUB TOTAL 

  CATEGORIES MALE FEMALE M F M F M F M % F % TOTAL % 

Fixed Business 77 77 376 339 0 0 0 0 453 12.73 416 11.69 869 24.42 

Mov. Business 71 65 326 326 0 0 0 0 397 11.16 391 10.99 788 22.15 

Jobless 35 40 641 614 0 0 0 0 676 19.00 654 18.38 1,330 37.38 

Casual Workers 2 1 255 172 0 0 0 0 257 7.22 173 4.86 430 12.09 

Beggars 0 0 11 5 0 0 2 0 13 0.37 5 0.14 18 0.51 

CSW 0 0 0 101 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 101 2.84 101 2.84 

Permanent 0 0 22 0 0 0 0 0 22 0.62 0 0.00 22 0.62 

 TOTAL  185 183 1,631 1,557 0 0 2 0 1,818 51.10 1,740 48.90 3,558 100.00 
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Lungi 

 NON-DISABILITY WITH DISABILITY 

       0 to 5                             6 to 18 0 to 5                             6 to 18 SUB TOTAL 

  CATEGORIES MALE FEMALE M F M F M F M % F % TOTAL % 

Fixed Business 26 31 87 93 0 0 0 0 113 16.19 124 17.77 237 33.95 

Mov. Business 17 14 70 89 0 0 0 0 87 12.46 103 14.76 190 27.22 

Jobless 9 4 87 27 0 0 1 1 97 13.90 32 4.58 129 18.48 

Casual Workers 1 0 55 11 0 0 0 0 56 8.02 11 1.58 67 9.60 

Beggars 0 0 3 2 0 0 2 1 5 0.72 3 0.43 8 1.15 

CSW 0 0 0 44 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 44 6.30 44 6.30 

Permanent 0 0 23 0 0 0 0 0 23 3.30 0 0.00 23 3.30 

 TOTAL  53 49 325 266 0 0 3 2 381 54.58 317 45.42 698 100.00 
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Lunsar 

 NON-DISABILITY WITH DISABILITY 

       0 to 5                             6 to 18 0 to 5                             6 to 18 SUB TOTAL 

  CATEGORIES MALE FEMALE M F M F M F M % F % TOTAL % 

Fixed Business 44 33 84 124 0 0 0 0 128 8.07 157 9.90 285 17.97 

Mov. Business 44 94 110 147 0 0 8 12 162 10.21 253 15.95 415 26.17 

Jobless 132 128 142 98 0 0 0 0 274 17.28 226 14.25 500 31.53 

Casual Workers 22 28 76 32 0 0 0 0 98 6.18 60 3.78 158 9.96 

Beggars 16 12 19 16 0 0 0 0 35 2.21 28 1.77 63 3.97 

CSW 0 0 0 55 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 55 3.47 55 3.47 

Permanent 0 0 86 24 0 0 0 0 86 5.42 24 1.51 110 6.94 

 TOTAL  258 295 517 496 0 0 8 12 783 49.37 803 50.63 1,586 100.00 
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Magburaka 

 NON-DISABILITY WITH DISABILITY 

       0 to 5                             6 to 18 0 to 5                             6 to 18 SUB TOTAL 

  CATEGORIES MALE FEMALE M F M F M F M % F % TOTAL % 

Fixed Business 1 0 53 60 0 0 0 0 54 9.94 60 11.05 114 20.99 

Mov. Business 1 5 40 79 0 0 0 0 41 7.55 84 15.47 125 23.02 

Jobless 15 12 127 116 0 0 0 0 142 26.15 128 23.57 270 49.72 

Casual Workers 0 0 9 2 0 0 0 0 9 1.66 2 0.37 11 2.03 

Beggars 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 3 0.55 1 0.18 4 0.74 

CSW 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 8 1.47 8 1.47 

Permanent 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 11 2.03 0 0.00 11 2.03 

 TOTAL  17 17 243 266 0 0 0 0 260 47.88 283 52.12 543 100.00 
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Makeni 

 NON-DISABILITY WITH DISABILITY 

       0 to 5                             6 to 18 0 to 5                             6 to 18 SUB TOTAL 

  CATEGORIES MALE FEMALE M F M F M F M % F % TOTAL % 

Fixed Business 0 0 117 98 0 0 0 0 117 8.15 98 6.83 215 14.98 

Mov. Business 0 0 246 49 0 0 0 0 246 17.14 49 3.41 295 20.56 

Jobless 0 0 114 39 0 0 2 17 116 8.08 56 3.90 172 11.99 

Casual Workers 0 0 298 114 0 0 0 0 298 20.77 114 7.94 412 28.71 

Beggars 0 0 14 12 0 0 3 2 17 1.18 14 0.98 31 2.16 

CSW 0 0 0 118 0 0 0 2 0 0.00 120 8.36 120 8.36 

Permanent 0 0 147 37 0 0 4 2 151 10.52 39 2.72 190 13.24 

 TOTAL  0 0 936 467 0 0 9 23 945 65.85 490 34.15 1,435 100.00 
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Mile 91 

 NON-DISABILITY WITH DISABILITY 

       0 to 5                             6 to 18 0 to 5                             6 to 18 SUB TOTAL 

  CATEGORIES MALE FEMALE M F M F M F M % F % TOTAL % 

Fixed Business 34 42 71 97 0 0 0 0 105 10.13 139 13.40 244 23.53 

Mov. Business 1 2 96 129 0 0 1 0 98 9.45 131 12.63 229 22.08 

Jobless 17 31 204 108 0 0 2 0 223 21.50 139 13.40 362 34.91 

Casual Workers 0 1 81 18 0 0 0 0 81 7.81 19 1.83 100 9.64 

Beggars 1 0 4 5 0 0 3 0 8 0.77 5 0.48 13 1.25 

CSW 0 0 0 34 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 34 3.28 34 3.28 

Permanent 0 0 42 13 0 0 0 0 42 4.05 13 1.25 55 5.30 

 TOTAL  53 76 498 404 0 0 6 0 557 53.71 480 46.29 1,037 100.00 
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Moyamba 

 NON-DISABILITY WITH DISABILITY 

       0 to 5                             6 to 18 0 to 5                             6 to 18 SUB TOTAL 

  CATEGORIES MALE FEMALE M F M F M F M % F % TOTAL % 

Fixed Business 15 21 24 23 0 0 0 0 39 6.83 44 7.71 83 14.54 

Mov. Business 1 1 11 29 0 0 0 0 12 2.10 30 5.25 42 7.36 

Jobless 14 18 143 58 0 0 0 0 157 27.50 76 13.31 233 40.81 

Casual Workers 0 0 53 42 0 0 0 0 53 9.28 42 7.36 95 16.64 

Beggars 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 2 0.35 2 0.35 

CSW 0 0 0 31 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 31 5.43 31 5.43 

Permanent 0 0 73 12 0 0 0 0 73 12.78 12 2.10 85 14.89 

 TOTAL  30 40 304 197 0 0 0 0 334 58.49 237 41.51 571 100.00 
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Port Loko 

 NON-DISABILITY WITH DISABILITY 

       0 to 5                             6 to 18 0 to 5                             6 to 18 SUB TOTAL 

  CATEGORIES MALE FEMALE M F M F M F M % F % TOTAL % 

Fixed Business 0 0 68 51 0 0 0 0 68 12.27 51 9.21 119 21.48 

Mov. Business 0 0 57 62 0 0 0 0 57 10.29 62 11.19 119 21.48 

Jobless 14 25 38 22 0 0 0 0 52 9.39 47 8.48 99 17.87 

Casual Workers 7 4 26 22 0 0 0 0 33 5.96 26 4.69 59 10.65 

Beggars 7 9 25 16 0 0 0 0 32 5.78 25 4.51 57 10.29 

CSW 0 0 0 51 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 51 9.21 51 9.21 

Permanent 0 0 48 2 0 0 0 0 48 8.66 2 0.36 50 9.03 

 TOTAL  28 38 262 226 0 0 0 0 290 52.35 264 47.65 554 100.00 
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Pujehun 

 NON-DISABILITY WITH DISABILITY 

       0 to 5                             6 to 18 0 to 5                             6 to 18 SUB TOTAL 

  CATEGORIES MALE FEMALE M F M F M F M % F % TOTAL % 

Fixed Business 0 0 3 5 0 0 0 0 3 1.75 5 2.92 8 4.68 

Mov. Business 0 0 4 4 0 0 0 0 4 2.34 4 2.34 8 4.68 

Jobless 11 11 37 33 0 0 0 0 48 28.07 44 25.73 92 53.80 

Casual Workers 0 1 10 2 0 0 0 0 10 5.85 3 1.75 13 7.60 

Beggars 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 

CSW 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 9 5.26 9 5.26 

Permanent 1 0 29 11 0 0 0 0 30 17.54 11 6.43 41 23.98 

 TOTAL  12 12 83 64 0 0 0 0 95 55.56 76 44.44 171 100.00 
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Sierra Rutile 

 NON-DISABILITY WITH DISABILITY 

       0 to 5                             6 to 18 0 to 5                             6 to 18 SUB TOTAL 

  CATEGORIES MALE FEMALE M F M F M F M % F % TOTAL % 

Fixed Business 16 14 12 23 0 0 0 0 28 8.83 37 11.67 65 20.50 

Mov. Business 0 2 8 25 0 0 0 0 8 2.52 27 8.52 35 11.04 

Jobless 13 9 66 38 0 0 0 0 79 24.92 47 14.83 126 39.75 

Casual Workers 0 2 27 11 0 0 0 0 27 8.52 13 4.10 40 12.62 

Beggars 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 

CSW 0 0 0 26 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 26 8.20 26 8.20 

Permanent 0 0 22 3 0 0 0 0 22 6.94 3 0.95 25 7.89 

 TOTAL  29 27 135 126 0 0 0 0 164 51.74 153 48.26 317 100.00 
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Tongo Field 

 NON-DISABILITY WITH DISABILITY 

       0 to 5                             6 to 18 0 to 5                             6 to 18 SUB TOTAL 

  CATEGORIES MALE FEMALE M F M F M F M % F % TOTAL % 

Fixed Business 0 0 142 160 0 0 2 1 144 6.50 161 7.27 305 13.76 

Mov. Business 0 0 100 115 0 0 7 1 107 4.83 116 5.23 223 10.06 

Jobless 172 159 334 238 7 7 12 12 525 23.69 416 18.77 941 42.46 

Casual Workers 0 0 205 215 0 0 7 5 212 9.57 220 9.93 432 19.49 

Beggars 0 0 13 11 0 0 4 6 17 0.77 17 0.77 34 1.53 

CSW 0 0 0 88 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 88 3.97 88 3.97 

Permanent 0 0 101 85 0 0 5 2 106 4.78 87 3.93 193 8.71 

 TOTAL  172 159 895 912 7 7 37 27 1,111 50.14 1,105 49.86 2,216 100.00 
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Annex 2: UNCRC Articles Violated by Street Child Circumstances 

 

Article 2 (Non-discrimination): The Convention applies to all children, whatever their race, religion 

or abilities; whatever they think or say, whatever type of family they come from. It doesn’t matter 

where children live, what language they speak, what their parents do, whether they are boys or girls, 

what their culture is, whether they have a disability or whether they are rich or poor. No child should 

be treated unfairly on any basis. 

 

Article 6 (Survival and development): Children have the right to live. Governments should ensure 

that children survive and develop healthily. 

 

Article 7 (Registration, name, nationality, care): All children have the right to a legally registered 

name, officially recognised by the government. Children have the right to a nationality (to belong to 

a country). Children also have the right to know and, as far as possible, to be cared for by their 

parents.  

 

Article 8 (Preservation of identity): Children have the right to an identity – an official record of who 

they are. Governments should respect children’s right to a name, a nationality and family ties. 

 

Article 19 (Protection from all forms of violence): Children have the right to be protected from being 

hurt and mistreated, physically or mentally. Governments should ensure that children are properly 

cared for and protect them from violence, abuse and neglect by their parents, or anyone else who 

looks after them. In terms of discipline, the Convention does not specify what forms of punishment 

parents should use. However any form of discipline involving violence is unacceptable. There are 

ways to discipline children that are effective in helping children learn about family and social 

expectations for their behaviour – ones that are non-violent, are appropriate to the child's level of 

development and take the best interests of the child into consideration. In most countries, laws 

already define what sorts of punishments are considered excessive or abusive. It is up to each 

government to review these laws in light of the Convention. 

 

Article 20 (Children deprived of family environment): Children who cannot be looked after by their 

own family have a right to special care and must be looked after properly, by people who respect 

their ethnic group, religion, culture and language. 

 

Article 23 (Children with disabilities): Children who have any kind of disability have the right to 

special care and support, as well as all the rights in the Convention, so that they can live full and 

independent lives.  

 

Article 24 (Health and health services): Children have the right to good quality health care – the best 

health care possible – to safe drinking water, nutritious food, a clean and safe environment, and 

information to help them stay healthy. Rich countries should help poorer countries achieve this. 

 

Article 27 (Adequate standard of living): Children have the right to a standard of living that is good 

enough to meet their physical and mental needs. Governments should help families and guardians 

who cannot afford to provide this, particularly with regard to food, clothing and housing.  



 

 

Article 28: (Right to education): All children have the right to a primary education, which should be 

free. Wealthy countries should help poorer countries achieve this right. Discipline in schools should 

respect children’s dignity. For children to benefit from education, schools must be run in an orderly 

way – without the use of violence. Any form of school discipline should take into account the child's 

human dignity. Therefore, governments must ensure that school administrators review their 

discipline policies and eliminate any discipline practices involving physical or mental violence, abuse 

or neglect. The Convention places a high value on education. Young people should be encouraged to 

reach the highest level of education of which they are capable. 

 

Article 31 (Leisure, play and culture): Children have the right to relax and play, and to join in a wide 

range of cultural, artistic and other recreational activities. 

 

Article 32 (Child labour): The government should protect children from work that is dangerous or 

might harm their health or their education. While the Convention protects children from harmful 

and exploitative work, there is nothing in it that prohibits parents from expecting their children to 

help out at home in ways that are safe and appropriate to their age. If children help out in a family 

farm or business, the tasks they do be safe and suited to their level of development and comply with 

national labour laws. Children's work should not jeopardize any of their other rights, including the 

right to education, or the right to relaxation and play. 

 

Article 34 (Sexual exploitation): Governments should protect children from all forms of sexual 

exploitation and abuse. This provision in the Convention is augmented by the Optional Protocol on 

the sale of children, child prostitution and child pornography. 

 

Article 35 (Abduction, sale and trafficking): The government should take all measures possible to 

make sure that children are not abducted, sold or trafficked. This provision in the Convention is 

augmented by the Optional Protocol on the sale of children, child prostitution and child 

pornography.  

 

Article 36 (Other forms of exploitation): Children should be protected from any activity that takes 

advantage of them or could harm their welfare and development. 

 

Article 37 (Detention and punishment): No one is allowed to punish children in a cruel or harmful 

way. Children who break the law should not be treated cruelly. They should not be put in prison with 

adults, should be able to keep in contact with their families, and should not be sentenced to death or 

life imprisonment without possibility of release. 

 

Article 39 (Rehabilitation of child victims): Children who have been neglected, abused or exploited 

should receive special help to physically and psychologically recover and reintegrate into society. 

Particular attention should be paid to restoring the health, self-respect and dignity of the child. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Annex 3: List of Participants 

 

Level 1 

 

 

MAKENI 

Salim Alim HANCi  

Sallay Kargbo HANCi 

Simeon Menjor MSWGCA 

Albert Momoh MSWGCA 

Sylvanus Shyllon HANCi  

John Amadu Fornah MSWGCA 

Michael Koroma MSWGCA 

Muastapha Kieh CWC 

Raymond Sennesie Defense for Children International (DCI) 

Sulaiman Bangura Caritas 

John Mamoud Kargbo CWC 

Kadiatu S. Kamara CWC 

 

 

 

 

BO 

George Quaker HANCi 

Ahmed Nasir Sowa HANCi 

Sahr Tommy HANCi 

Prince Nallo DCI 

Sahr Tejan MSWGCA 

Henry Miller MSWGCA 

James S. Conteh JCCC 

Mohamed Yambasu Christian Brothers  

Josephine RamatuWai Child Rescue Centre 

Social Worker DCI 

Social Worker Jonathan’s Child Care Centre 

Reuben Brewa HANCi 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KOIDU 

Adolph Farma HANCi 

Saidu Samura HANCi 

Musa Swarray HANCi 

Mohammed Kamara CVC 

Emmanuel Kai CVC 

Robert Bakarr DCI 

Mary Kargbo CAPS 

Aminata Turay MSWGCA 

Aiah Patrick Gbondo MSWGCA 

Sia Amie Gbabai NMJD 

Sahr Bundoh Koidu District Network 

Rosaline F. Musa Gbakama Foundation 

 

 

 

 

KENEMA 

Michael John Bull HANCi 

Ahmed Nasir Sowa HANCi 

Mathew Sesay MSWGCA 

Mohammed Hotta MSWGCA 

Augustus Bangura DCI  

Vandy Kamara Ben Hirsh  

Francis Amara MSWGCA 

Beatrice Smith MSWGCA 

Mohammed Konneh Ben Hirsh 

Abubakarr Kallon Ben Hirsh 

Sheku Ndoinje Ben Hirsh 

Sahr Kamanda MSWGCA 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Level 2 

 

 

KABALA 

Salim Alim HANCi 

Sallay Kargbo HANCi 

Alhaji Foday Sheriff MSWGCA 

Mohammed S. Koroma MSWGCA 

Francis H. John Bull Child Fund S/L 

Elizabeth Lebbie Leonard Cheshire Disability 

Steven K. Kamara Mongo Descendants Assoc. 

Abdulai Sillah Helping Hand Development Org. 

Joseph Moore  Atayabase 1 Assoc. 

Sheku Sesay Mongo Descendants Assoc. 

Janet Mansaray Bafodia Descendants Assoc. 

Hassanatu S. Marrah Female Youth Organisation 

 

 

 

 

MILE 91 

George Quaker HANCi 

Ahmed Nasir Sowa HANCi 

Ozanatu Moriba MSWGCA 

Juliana K. Kamara FSU 

Muctarr Kamara CWC 

James K. Wongla CWC 

Kadiatu Roberts CWC 

Gibril Bangura Community Volunteer 

Minkailu Sesay Community Volunteer 

Andrew Kamara Community Volunteer 

Jelikatu Conteh Community Volunteer 

Yusuf Sahid Umar Bah Community Volunteer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MAGBURAKA 

Adolph Farma HANCi 

Saidu Samura HANCi 

Yusuf Bobby Sankoh TODYOC 

Joseph Turay Culture Brothers 

Ibrahim Barnet ISAC 

Mariatu Kamara Saloon Girls 

Fatmata B. Kamara Future Clan 

Abdul R. Dawo THRC 

Adama Sam COBTRIP 

Samsu Deen A. Sesay Artist Union 

Isata Kabba Black Leo 

Abdul Gbla KOYOC 

 

 

 

 

TONGO 

Michael John Bull HANCi 

Samuel Ali Kargbo HANCi 

Jonathan Coker CWC 

Augustine A. Ansumana CWC 

Daniel Kamara CWC 

Morrison K. Mustapha CWC 

Lansanah Kebbie CWC 

James B. Farmer CWC 

Baindu Saffa MSWGCA 

Mbalu Manasaray CWC 

Mariama Mannah CWC 

Musu Alpha CWC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Level 3 

 

 

KAILAHUN 

Michael John Bull HANCi 

Samuel Ali Kargbo HANCi 

Jabbie M. Luseni CNAFWO 

Veronica K. Joseph CNFWO 

Jusu Siaka MSWGCA 

Edi Thomas MSWGCA 

Agnes Borbor CHIDO 

Lamin GBaw CWC 

Mohammed Kabba CCWCA 

Idrissa Fefegula MAGE 

Aminata Nyadebo CARD 

SMO Taimeh CWC 

 

 

 

 

MOYAMBA 

George Quaker HANCi 

Ahmed Nasir Sowa HANCi 

Emmanuel Freeman Mustard Seed Foundation 

Magaret Hai Mboyawa Voice of Women 

Augustine J. Amara MODCAR 

Francis Ndanema CFN 

Augustine G. Gormeh St. George’s Foundation 

Alusine Mansaray Help S/Leone 

Musa Kamara Chiefdom Representative 

George Ngegba Nespel Drim 

Mary Langba District Youth Council 

James Amara MSWGCA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KAMBIA 

Adolph Farma HANCi 

Saidu Samura HANCi 

Brima Conteh AMNet 

Harun S. Turay AMNet  

Joseph Sowa AMNet 

Edna Kefala AMNet 

Foday Tarawally MSWGCA 

Mohamed Kamara FSU 

Aminata Bangura AMNet 

Zainab Dumbuya AMNet 

Mariatu Turay Kambia District Council 

Hawa Bah AMNet 

 

 

 

 

LUNSAR 

Salim Alim HANCi 

Sallay Kargbo HANCi 

Jane Kargbo HANCi 

Mohammed Turay HANCi 

Kadiatu Bangura HANCi 

Kadiatu Isatu Kabia MSWGCA 

Alusine Mark Dumbuya Community Volunteer 

Abdul Karim Kargbo Community Volunteer 

Alimamy Bangura Community Volunteer 

Mohamed K. Kanu Community Volunteer 

Aminata S. Kamara Local Project Committee 

Isatu Kanu FSU 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Level 4;  Lungi, Sierra Rutile, Port Loko, Pujehun; Participants taken from Level 3 count. 

 

Level 5; Freetown 

 

 

FREETOWN ZONE 1 

Michael John Bull HANCi 

Samuel Ali Kargbo HANCi 

Mohammed S. Kabba Community volunteer 

Rosaline M. Fornah Codwella 

Samuel S. Kargbo Codwella 

Isatu  Koroma MSWGCA 

Ansumana F. Sesay GOAL/CWC 

Wuya Mustapha GOAL/CWC 

Julian Momoh MSWGCA 

Bashiru Rogers MSWGCA 

Dennis Daudau GOAL/CWC 

Victor Hindowa Community Volunteer 

Sheik Gibril Sawaneh MSWGCA 

Edward Kamanda MSWGCA 

Issac Showers MSWGCA 

Gibrilla Musa Campaign for Civil Rights 

Paul Conteh Codwella 

Michael S. Bangura Codwella 

Martha J. Lahai Codwella 

Isata Sesay Codwella 

 

 

FREETOWN ZONE 2 

George Quaker HANCi 

Ahmed Nasir Sowa HANCi 

Issa Dumbuya GOAL/CWC 

Yusuf U. Bah Action for Children in Conflict (ACC) 

Augustine B. Juana ACC 

Allieu Conteh ACC 

Mustapha Kamara GOAL/CWC  

Bindi D.  Saffa NNEPCA 

Abu Bakarr Kamara MSWGCA 

Abu Bakarr Serry GOAL 

Abdul Rahman Bundu GOAL 

Nicholas Geinda St. George’s Home 

Samuel Sankoh MSWGCA 

Hawa V. Moore MSWGCA 

Victor Gbegba NNEPCA 

Haja M. Tarawallie MSWGCA 

Fatmata Tarawallie MSWGCA 

Osman Kamara MSWGCA 



 

 

Ibrahim Sesay Community Volunteer 

Vandy Siaka Community volunteer 

 

 

FREETOWN ZONE 3 

Salim Alim HANCi 

Sallay Kargbo HANCi 

Patrick Festus Terry Community Volunteer 

Philip A. Mattia GOAL/CWC 

Eric Kamara GOAL/CWC 

Aminata Kamara Community Volunteer 

Abdul K. Kargbo GOAL/CWC 

Alusine Dumbuya Community volunteer 

Allie S. Kamara  Community volunteer 

Mohammed Tarawallie MSWGCA 

Josephine P. Saccoh MSWGCA 

Sallieu S. Kanu GOAL/CWC 

John Momoh ACC 

Makieu Daboh Community Volunteer 

Ernest Lissa GOAL/CWC 

Sillah Koroma MSWGCA 

Sheriff Amin Sesay GOAL/CWC 

Allieu A. Gormoh MSWGCA 

Abdulai H. Mansaray GOAL/CWC 

Mohammed S. Kabia GOAL/CWC 

 

 

FREETOWN ZONE 4 

Adolph Farma HANCi 

Saidu Samura HANCi 

Samuel J. Trye MSWGCA/FSU 

Agnes Luseni MSWGCA 

Malam Moi Student 

Maseray B. Conteh CBO 

Julius K. Conteh Community Volunteer 

Mustapha Sankoh ACC 

Cecelia Davies Community Volunteer 

Fatmata Foullah ACC 

Mohammed H.  Kamara Student 

Lansanah  Sawaneh CBO 

Asana Sheku Songo CBO 

Florence Roberts Community Volunteer 

Alfred Conteh Community Volunteer 

Aloysious Brima CBO 

Peter Brima Kargbo Future for Children S/L 

Sitta Foday Musa Future for Children S/L 

Santigie B. Dumbuya Freetown City Council 

Kabba Samura Future for children S/L 
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Street Child of Sierra Leone began its work in 2009 in Makeni, the country’s third largest city. Our 

work concentrated upon helping children who lived permanently on the streets.  

 

We continue to work towards reunifying street children with their families and getting them back in 

full-time education, whilst simultaneously offering their families business support in order to create 

a safe and secure environment for the child’s upbringing.  

 

We now run street children projects throughout the country and, in addition, are engaged in school 

building and educational development projects in some of the poorest parts of Sierra Leone. In 2012 

our work will touch the lives of over six thousand children.  

 

The national head count is the next phase in our determined efforts to better understand the issue 

of street children of all forms in Sierra Leone at a national level.  

 

We continue to work alongside communities, stakeholders, organisations and individuals throughout 

the country in our efforts to improve the lives of the children that most need our help.  
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